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Foreword

'Much has been written about reading in the contentLeas. Numerous

books,and journals pr6dvale,countless practical suggestions for content
area teachers to aid them in making texts More' meaningful for their

students. In addition, many suggested strategies are also available to
elp: reading teachers integrate content into their teaching of reading

Is. Despite this plethora.orinformation, there exists no comprehen-
sive source delineating actual research in content area reading. This

volume rills that gap.
cC

-Mary Dupuis, editor of thig yolume, has organized this work

around' seven specific content areas: English, foreign language,
matbematics, music, physical education, science, and social studies. Six

different authors then cortipiked and described specific research<elated

to elith of the seven content areas mentioned above. .

Some of the subject areaysuch as music, physical education, and

foreign languae have heretofore received little attention from
.authorities in content area reading. This book will be a much need d

resource for these subject areas.
One of the stated purpdes for the publication ofthis volu e is

to provide a stimulus for -needed research my the content areas
particularly research dealing with comprehending neglectet1 subject

areas and with ascertai%ing the effectiveness of certain instructional
technique?;. With this volume as a base, prospective researchers will

have a valuable resource on which to base their studies...Mary Dupuis
and her coauthors are to be commended for providing this much needed

collection of research on this very important subject.
Jack Cassidy, President

International Reading Association
1982-j 983



Preface

The .Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system developed by the U.S. Office oiEdu cation att'd now
sponsored by 'the National Institute of Education (NIE). It provides
ready access to descriptions of exemplary programs, research and,
development efforts, and related information usefulin developing more
effective educational programs.

Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses,
each of. which is responsible for a particular edUcatiOnal area, ERIC
acquires,"evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current significant informa-.

tion and lists this 'information in its reference ptiblications. °

ERIC/ kcs, The ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and/Communica-
tion .S kilk, disseminates educational information related to research,
instruction, and personnel preparation at all levels and in all
institutions. The scope of interest of the Clearinghouse includes
relevant research repOrts, literature reviews, curriculum guides and
descriptions, conference papers, project or program reviews, and Qther
prirft materials related to all aspects of reading, English, educationl
journalism, and speech communication.

The. Eitiesystem has already made availablethrough the ERIC
Document Reproduction Systemmuch informative data. However, if
the findings of specific educational research are to be intelligible to
teachers and applicable to teaching, considerable bodies of data must be
re-evaulated, focused, translated, and molded into an essentially
different context. Rather than resting at the point of makineresearch
reports readily accessible, NU has directed the separate clearinghouses
to work with- professional organizations in developing information
analysis papers in specific areas within the scope of the clearinghouses.

ERIC is pleased to cooperate with the International Reading
Association in maldngiiv-ailable Reatling in the Content Areas:
Research 1.6r 7i

. Bernard O'Donnell
Dire"ctor, ERIC / RCS
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Introduction

Mary M. Dupuis
Fiennsylyariia State University

Content area reading has been an area of growing interest and research--
in the past few yeafs. Reading teachers are becoming aware oftheiirole
as resource teacher to content teachers at all gradp levels. Beca-use
reading teachers can't expect to keep up with research and teaching
techniques in every subject, this monograph was developed to provide a
handy reference to both research and teaching techniques in the
irpportaru academic teaching areas.

Reading teachers and supervisors are frequently asked to
provide information to content teachers about teaching reading,
Perhaps it is better for the reading teacher to provide sources of
information and 'allow the content teacher to do some searching.
However it is. done, the sources of ,information on the most recent
research in content area reading. need to be available. This monograph
is such a source. :

The resiarch on implementing reading instruction in content
areas suggests two major problems. First, content teachers know less
than they need to about reading in general and the specific aspects of
teaching reading within their own subjects. Second, content teachers
often have negative attitudes toward the teaching of reading. Common
reactions from content teachers are helplessness and frustration in the
face of students who cannot read classrosm materials (Dupuis &

'Askov, 1979; Dupuis et al., 1979). This monograph is aimed at
providing sources of informati n for content teachers to remedy, in

part, the first problem. Researc and experiertce both demonsitrate that,/
with knowledge come more positive attitudes, hence a partial solutior(

to the second problem.
All content areas are germane to the study of reading. The tYpical,\

academic areas are included here: EnglIsh or literature, social studies,
science, and mathematics. Foreign language, art; and music:are also /
included, as areas related through the humanities. These are taught not



,

only in the interinediatei grades (4-6), but in junior and senior ig
school. The area of vocational education and the practical arts (home
economics, industrial arts) are omitted only because of-the volume of
work. These areas would constitute a monograph in themselves. The
scope of this monograph, then, is the academic areas focusing on
grades 4-12.

When the team preparing this monograph began its search, the
task seemed formidable. Over twenty textbooks are currently publiped
to teach teachers how to deal with reading in content classrooms. These
texts sun .primarily to practial activities which can be used in the
classroom. A search through tHbs.e books for the research base for their
activities reveals circular referinces, but few sources based on research.
Perhaps this is not an uncommonsituation. Certain techniques coat% to
be accepted as useful, by a kind of, "received wisdon-17 rather than
careful research. Our team was concerned to find the research base for
particular techniques in -specific content areas where, that was
discoverable, and to point out where research is needed, if none was
found.

It was clear from the beginning that many areas of reading are
common across all disciplines (Hafner,1?7T, Herber, 1978; Shepherd,
1982; Vacca, 1981). Vocabulary and word attack skills are areas
identified in all disciplines. Comprehension is seen across disciplines as

`the key to reading success. oweven, both vocabulary and comprehen-
sion are treated differently in different disciplines. Study skills ,4 fifer

between disciplines (Thomas & Robinson, 1982). The reviews
which follow assume that all disciplines have concerns with vocabulary
and, comprehension, liut the reviews will deal only with the elements of
concern within that discipline. Similarly, while all disciplines deal with
some types of study skills, the reviews will deal only with those
considered useful in that area. The choices made to include or exclude
references are consistent. We are searching for what makes each content
area different in its reading demands on students..

Thoorganization of each review is similar. The opening section .

is a summary or overview of the important research on reading in that
content a rea,ashowing the major areas of concern and unique features of
reading in that area. Following that is a section including .skills
emphasized in the area and specific teaching strategics for use in thatarea.

Some areas (science, mathematics, social studies) have extensive
bibliographies of research and/ or teaching techniquegerinane to 'the
subject. Mathematics in particular has generated a greatdeal of

3



research into the -reading process specifically ggired to mathematical
writing. Some research is also available in science and social studies.
Research in reeding for English has focused on reading literature, with
more emphasis on attitude and interest than in the other subjects
(Carlson, 1980). Other subject areas-(music, physical education,' and
health, foreign language) have not received as much attention from
researchers. Hence the researCh reviews are brief and, in some Cases,

1nonexistent. That is, no research in reading in that content area is
available.

The same situation seems to apply in the section on teaching
techniques. A large number of references are available in science,
mathematics, English, and social studies. Relatively few are found in
music and foreign language. Both p-rovide some confusion for.subject
teachers, becati,se reading has a plural meaning for them. Reading music
is a .tvhnical \problem for music teachers and not germane to this
discussion....We are focusing on reading about music in a music class.
Similarly, foreign language teachers face the technical. problem of
teaching students to read the secondl language. Our concern is with
reading in English about the second language or culture. The results of
our search in both areas indicate that while some research is available in
the technical areas of both subjects, very little has been done with our
concerns in content eading. Fence, the reviews in these subject

Carly,areas are limited. these are areas in need of research and
information an effective teaching techniques. The conclusion of eac
chapter includes both areas of needed research and. sources of
inform6ion for use by teachers in that' content area. The revie is

followed by an annotated bibliography of sources, both books and
articles, for reading in t at content area.

The Appendix lis s an inventory of texts in content area reading.
These books are genet-hit texts in the area, with different organizational
patterns and reading plulosiiphies. A few are referred to in the subject
area reviews, insofar as/they include material on specific subject areas.
The inventory is included for information only.

We present this review Of research as an unending process. While
the sources listed here are up-to-date asef-JaLnualy 1982, we know that
much' more becomes available as each month's journals are published.
However, this review can .provide a reference and starting point for
work' with content area reading. Our goal is both to \\ provide this
reference point and to stimulate research in the areas where it is clearly
Reeded. In addition, we believe teachers, both subject teachers and

Introduction
10 -
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reading teachers. can help othcq- teachers by sharing -their effectii/e
teaching techniques with the proiWs§lOriu
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-;.1.,1ading-in the_ to

Content Area of. English

CarolT. Fishel..
Prnar/ania Strife University

4.

Overview -

Is content area reading in English class a contradiction in terms7Have
not i;eading and writing skills always been in the province ofithe English
teacher? The answers to these questions' are not simpje. In the early
elementary grades, the language arts teacher does assume the primary,
role in the acquisition of reading and writing skills. However, with the
four:th grade, reading for information, enjoyment, and intellectual
development increases'with scant attention, given to theseadink process'
itself. Even in English class, :leachers assume that the strident who can
read is. able to effieiently process and learn from a variety of written ,
materials. In recent years, new, attention has been directed to reading in
E4lish-Since the developMent of the process of readingis integral to the
development ofthinking skills.

. A closer examination of English as icontent area reveals several
unique reading demands. Reading skills are necessary to comprehend
seleCtions from a variety of genres .as well as exPOsitory text and
periodicals. Yet unlike other areas in which rewriting text is ofteriiised,
English demands that each author's style and linguistic choicd be

`preserved. The prdblem of maintaining the integrity of.an author's
artistic composition while enabling 'the young reader to comprehend
and appreciate it can be :nay by application of what haspeen learned

. about reading in English class.
An initial look at research area will be followed by a

discussion of skills and strategies. 'The conclusions and arrotated
bibliography may assist the reader in further exploration of this area.

S.



R esearch

Research in the past 'five years has focused on the effects of

-strategies which facilitate vocabulary development and compreheasion
for both able and less able readers.

Gipe (1980) investigated the effects of four methods of vocabulary
development. For able and less able readers in both third and fifth
grades, the context method was significantly better than the other three
methods. Learning the words in context seemed to be highly facilitativ
for using the words in context. A surprising finding was that
categorization was not significaittly effective in vocabulary learning.

In related studies, Pressley, "Levi n, and Miller (1981) investigated

a keyword strategy of taking a familiar part from a new word, such as

cat from catkin, and forming an image merging the familiar meaning

with the obscure meaning. Subjects in control groups were instructed
to use whatever strategy they desired. Keyword subjects in all four
studies performed significantly better than did control subjects.

These four experiments seem to indicate that-students can be

taught efficient strategies for learning new vocabulary. Yet many
questions about the efficacy of different strategies for different age

grOups a r ading abilities are to be answered.
In rea of comprehension research in English, most work has

been done it short stories, but a small amount of research has involved

teaching the ct of the language to facilitate comprehension.
Since connectives are often Caught to students who are learning

compound and complex entences, SOltis and Pflaum (1979) investigated
the effects of instruction' in connectives ,Qi the comprehension of
seventh and eighth`grade innercity subjects.

The experimental treatment involved identification of connectives

in text, learning categories of connectives, and completing worksheets
,with the connectives (for a desired relational meaning). Using both the
Standard Test Lessons in Reading and a cloze-like Connectives Test,
they found significant, differences only on the,Connectives Test. The

.value of the treatment is difficult to ascertain since instruction in one
skill usually has little effect on standardized reading tests.

Several comprehension studies have been done with short stories

to explore what instructional strategies may facilitate comprehension
for both able and less able readers.

Lucking (1976) examined the effects of hierarchically-ordered
comprehension questions based on he gloom-Clegg taxonomy.

In Phase I, students read the short story silently and then wrote
the essay. In Phase II, students read the story and were led in an

6



unstructured discussion by untrained teachers. In Phase III, teachers
questioned students after reading using hierarchically-ordered questions
moving up the Bloom-Clegg Taxonorn., After -each phase, student
attitudes_1,!.ere assessed and essays were evaluated by the Purves content
analysis scheme (1968). At the end of Phase III, subjects 7J1'XItibited more
interpretation in -their essays and more positive attitudes than at the end
of either Phases,I or II. The author. believes that the larger amount of
interpretation repreents the growth of broader meanings above the
literal knowledge levels

Again dealing with questioning strategies, Donlan and Singer
(1979) investigited the effects of preposed questions on the comprehen-
sion of short stories. Using high school subjects the experimenters
examined teacher-prepared questions (similar to those used on a
Directed Reading Activity), student-preposed questions, aildscherna
based student-preposed questions. Results from a content-based
comprehension test indicated the students using self-preposed questions
based on tlig short story schema exhibitt_d the best comprehension.
Teacher-prepared qugstions narrowed comprehension while student-
preposed questions tended to be irrelevant and limited comprehension.
Awareness of short story structures from general schema questions
seemed to be crucial for forming effective questions.

Weisberg examined the question of whether less able readers are
poor comprehenders because of reading difficulties or whether able and
less able' readers exhibit processing differences in using linguistically
coded prior knowledge to understand. She investigated fourth grade
readers' comprehension of six short stories presented through visual
and auditory modes and tested through free and probed recall
(Weisberg, 1979). Less able readers recalled significantly less explicit
and implicit information and could answer significantly fewer probed
questions gian could the more able readers. Perhaps the less able
readers have difficulty encoding linguistically, or they may have
inefficient retrieval strategies. Weisberg believes that the difference in
memory for, idea units' between the/able and less able readers
regardless of mode of presentationsupports a general language ''
comprehension deficit in less able readers. One may question whether
the comprehension difficulty is general or with more school-based
language structures, such as the short story.

In a related study, Aulls and Gelbert (1980) investigated the
effects of instructional methods on the literal. comprehension of short
stories by able and less able readers in the seventh 'grade. One group
received vocabulary training in a game format on words deemed
crucial to a literal understanding of plot, theme, and setting. These

1 1
1_
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subjects then used the vocabulary words as'-,a type of advance organizer

to predict the story. Group two received identical vocabulary training

but the actual silent reading was guided by a compressed speech'rea6ing

of the story (230-260 wpm). The third group received only the paced
reading treatment, and the fourth group read silently. Results indicated

that the vocabulary work and paced reading provided optimal results

for the More able readers. The paced reading was more effective for less

...able readers, perhaps because they can shift attention from decoding to

( meaning.
.

In the above study, less able readers benefited from an
6pportunjty_to both hear and read the story at the same time. In
Weisberg's study (1979), reading or hearing alone was found not to be

highly facilitative. More investigation of these problems of Semantic

redundancy should be done to enable the classroom teacher to choose

more effective instructional strategies.
In the area of critical comprehension of short stories, an

internationally-based study of critical literary/41'gs under the auspices

of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement revealed that high school students from New Zeiband

scored highest in comprehens41.. Part of the study involved having

students in ten countries read fVree internationally acclaimed short
'stories translated into their own language. Given twenty questions from
three categories (form, content;' affect), the students were asked to

choose the ke they- considered most critical to the understanding of
each story. Findings indicated that the New Zealand students flexibly
chose different questions for different stories; such critical flexibility

may facilitate comprehension (Guthrie, 1980).
In the area of interest and motivation, Cline and K ret k e (1980)

studied sustained silent reading with several hundred subjects in three

junior high schools. An inventory of reading attitudes showed that sub-

jects involved in a three-year sustained silent readingyAgram exhibited
significantly more positive attitudes toward reading than did the
control subjects. Reading achievement scores on the Stanford Reading
Achievement Test revealed' no significant differences between the two

groups and no interaction of treatment with intellectual capacity.
Since English revolves around reading various literary genres,

little readability work has been done in research. Dupuis (1976, 1980)

investigated the doze procedure as a means of predicting students'

ability to read short stories. A 48 percent doze score predicted
minimum comprehension. The conclUsion reached was that the doze

procedure can be helpful to teachers in matching students to

1
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appropriate short stories. Extension of these findings to other forms of
literature awaits further study.

Applications of readability knowledge are appropriate to
glossing or various types of cognitiVe organizers, but rFarch.in such
applications for literature and the interactions with readRg ability have
not been explored.

Skills
Of all the content areas, English is one of tb.: rr ust demanding in

terms eff the reading skills requiredcto understand the various genres. I n
addition, appreciation of the genres is a teaching 'goal. These
requirements demand that the English teacher use every resource
possible to facilitate comprehension and appreciation,' including
development of efficient reading skills.

In English, a convenient way of organizing reaccg skills seems
to bc_round the genres.oipoetry, inverted syntax, poetic vocabular'y,
figurative language, poetic pattern, and the use of compressed ideas
require skill instruction' to overcome comprehension problems
(Chesler, 1976:- Larocque, 1975). Reading skills demanded, by drama
include visualizing sets and forming action structures based on careful
attention to stage instructions and. dialogue. In fictroiK:uch as the
novel or short storycomprehending characters, plot, nd setting;
strategies for reviewing; and locating transitions are necessary reading

Biography,,demands ascertaining and evaluating the author's
world view. The essay genre demands t he comprehension of arguments
and their organization (Larocque, 1975). Reading newspapers involves
comRshension of reporting styles and apPlieation of standards of
media; In addition to all the genres and media, many English classes use
a gramMar text which requires literal andiriferential compr sion of
expository text and efficient study skills. In all the aboveare ere is a
general demand for word attack skills and continual vocabulary
development (both specialized and general).

Strategies

Because English as a content area involves such a variety of
reading demands, some writers limit themselves to 'discussing the
reading requirements of a particular.genre such as poetry, while other
writers discuss strategies which they find applicable to more than one
genre. However, most instructional activities fall into the three major

English 9



,.
is a concern for thei,,Etiglish teacher. Especially for the less able reader,

initial difficulty in' comprehending the plot and differentiating the
characters will impede attempts to finish reading. Preparing cognitive

readiness may be done in several different ways: 1) advance organizetis,

such as overviews ofcharacters and plot; 2) abstraction of the conflicts

involved in fiction and their relatiqnship to student experience; and 3)

oral reading of the initial parts and explanatory comments or questions

by the teacher (11tins, 1976; Thomas & Robinson, 1982). Another

aspect of building readiness is in the area of vocabulary. Both genre

related vocabulary and general vocabulary are necessary for thorough

comprehension. For example, teaching vocabulary concepts (literal

and inferential) is especially important in poetry, since poetic language

is often least similar to student language in its vocabulary and syntax

(Chesler, 1976). A variety of techniques can be used to teach the

necessary vocabulary: 1) categorical development of vocabulary

through a game format (Readence & Searfoss, 1980), 2) dramatization

of vocabulary through small ski s (Duffelmeyer & Duffelmeyer, 1979),

3) using analogies to show rtla nship (Ignoffo, 1980), and 4) using

modifications of the maze t teach specialized vocabulary such as

metaphor, simile, rhyme, and assonance (McKenna, 1981). Additional

readiness may be built by assessing and building a background in

literary and social conventions necessary for students to make

appropriate inferences while reading (Beach, 1980). Once the frame for

reN4ing is constructed, ,the teacher can set purposes for the actual

reading (Elkins, 1976).

areas of readiness, guidance in reading, and extension of undergtanding.

Readiness activities often seem toy, ha e two components
motivating students and qvercoming initial diffic lties Often motivation

is provided through self-selection of ma rials lkins, 1976; Greenftw,

1977; Judy 8Judy, 1979; Moore,.1980; eofield, 1975). elf-selection

provides the Added benefit of controlling for reading difficulty if a large

variety of reading levels is available in materials. Using a variety of

interest inventories reading materials may be chosen and used for

grouping or unit building (Lanberg 1977). Thomas and Robinson

(1977) detail activities which' build suspense or interest immediately

prior to reading. DeNerage (1980) incorporated these activities in an

English unit structured around running. Students actually ran, read

about running, and wrote about running themselves. Various difficulty

levels of materials were 'self-selected by students for assignments.

Similarly, Heitzman (lap) reports that units On reading newspapers to

build vocabulary and comprehension have been shown to be highly

motivating for innercity children. ,

In addition to building motivation, overcoming initial difficulties._

10 .
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The second phase of reading.instructivn in Efiglish.is guidance
through the actual reading process.

u Guidance can invot/g/the use of
tapes (with or without comments) for less able readers to use as they
read silently (ThOmas & Robinson, 1982). Guidance can also come in
the form of glosses of difficult vocabulary or syntax ailid the use of
reading guides of various types (Dupuis & Askov, -1982; Estes &
Vaughan, 19784,.Singer &"-Dcirklan, 1980). Almost all types of guides
focus on twilding different levels of comprehension such as HerbersI
(1978) literal, interpretive, and application guides and O'Brien and
Schwariberg's (1977) reading and reaction guides. Guides may be used
indiN dually or in small groups. For example, O'Brien and Schwarzberg

-provide a san ple reading and reaction guide for poetry and illustrate
how it could e used to direct discussion in small groups. Specialized
guides su91 as cause-and-effect and sequence may be used to develop
needed nderstanding (Estes & Vaughan, 1978). The guides Said
students in focusing on a wider range of comprehension leVels other
than the iteral and assist teachers in organizing their questioning at
different levels (Dupuis & Askov, 198,?: Styles & Cavanagh, 1980).

In addition to guides and glossing for difficult reading, some
writers have taught students specific strategies for actively acquiring
vocabulary and facilitating comprehension while reading. For example,
students can be taught to use different types of context clues to build
vocabulary (Lee, 1978)i Burmeister (1976) proposed teaching older
students to use the morphemic elements of English to facilitate
vocabulary acquisition and overall comprehension. In the area of
comprehension, various approaches have been taught. Cassidy (1978)
used lealning centers. to teach students to apply five general reading
skills to English. He attempted to facilitate transfer of skills. Readence
and Moore (197k)) taught '''secondary 'English students to use'
transactional analysis structures such as intimacy and withdrawal to
analyze character relationships ,in short stories as they read. Crowder
(1978) taught students guidelines for evaluating newspapers and
magazines to facilitate their critical reading of media. The use of SQ3R
would be appropriate for grammar texts, with feW modifications.
Analysis of connectives may be a strategy for analyzing essays.

All of the ,above belong to the category of
tostrategies students could learn and use in English class to process what

they read more effectively.
The extension phase of reading involves synthesis and

evaluation. Content area reading in English exhibits a growing
emphasis on logital concept building through comprehension of
literature and synthesizing it with other literature, concepts, and
experiences. Logic is deemed a necessary condition for trhe appreciation
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of beauty. For example, one authory carefully applies the Idgical
strategies of joining and excluding in guiding students in the building of

concepts and higher-order abstractions through literature (Henry,
1978). He illustrates the, techniques through a poetry unit in which
students develiiP a concept 71. man's relationship to nature through a

process of analysis and synthesis. Related to this is-the use of analogies

(Bellows, 1980) in building concepts through logiCal relationships.
Similes, metaphors, maxims, proverbs, and personification can be
taught as analogies. In addition, analogies can be used ,to compare
aaractcrs, dialogue, setting, or mood. The above extension activities

zire constructed on' a framework of good literal and inferential
comprehension but may also contribute to a process of rereading and

comprehending anew.
An effective way to use the activities from the readiness,

guidance, and extension phases to develop reading and thinking skills is

to use or adapt the Directed Reading Activity (Dupuis & Askov, 1982;

Roe, Stoodt, & Burns, 1978). A$.xThe unit plhn is an efficient way to plan

for developing long range reading skills in English, so the Directed

Reading Activity is an efficient way to develop the reading skills

necessary for a particular reading task in English, Such as Poetry.
White (1977) integrated many of the Previously discussed

suggestions in a reading development plan foil the English classroom.
This plan provides a broad outline for instituting and managing reading
skill development using small group and la'rge grodtp work. \
'Conclusion

What material are available for the classroom teacher? Lists of
genre-related rpding'skills are available (Larocque, 1975) to guide
planning. For the' teacher who wishes to move from single-re.xi°-

strategies to multite.xt strategies, Judy and Judy (1979) list several of the

,'so-urces of junior high and senior high booklists from the National
,..;Council of Teachers of English. Columns, such as Kuykendall's

"What's New-in Teaching Materials?" in- The English Journal, provides

more resources. Moore (1980) provides guidelines for the use of ssR in

the classroom, and Reed (1979) provides a multidimensional model.for
assessing the development of student attitudes tOward their reading.

In light of what is being done, what needs exist in content area')

reading for English? As detailed befae, much more research needs to be

done on the instructional strategies whiCh Will be most helpful for
different types of learners and most'appropriate for different genreS.i
Additionally, work on handling the reading needs of the exceptional 6r/

12



linguistically different in Fnglish classes should he expanded. Dupuis
and Askov (1982) offer a decisiion-ma king model for meeting individual
needs and discussion of some of the factors involved for the exceptional
or linguistically different child. Along with Levensbn, (1979), they
advocate adaptation of the language experience approach in the
secondary school in order to meet reading needs. Since language is'
integral to the teaching of English and future prpgrams may place
greater demands upon the classroom teacher, additional work in these
areas should he helpful. Research on the roles and relationship between
the reading specialist and the English teache'r could assist them in
building.an.effective working relationship (Early, 1977; Roberts, 1978).
Examination of present attitudes and practices of English teachers
could provide a basis for development and implementation of content
area reVinrprograms. All these research needs are directed to assisting
the classroom teacher in a demanding but rewarding task.

This overview of readiing in Ole content area of English reveals
that the development of reading skills is integral to comprehension and
appreciation of literature the goal of the English Teacher.

Annotated Ribliography for
Reading in English Instruction
Aulls, M., & hert, F. Effects of met hqd of instruction and ability on the literal compre-

hension of short stories. Research in rte' leaching of English, 1980, 14, 51-59.
Investigates the effects of four instructional methods on the literal

comprehension. of short stories by able and less able seventh grade readers.
Significant results indicate vocahulary training and paced reading provided
optimal results for the'ahle reader. Paced reading was more effective for less able
readers because they pro6ahly do not have to attend to the graphic code as
completely during paced reading.

Beach. R. Studying t he relationship between prior knowledge and response to literature.
En.tgish Journal, 1980, 69, 93-96.

AsSerting that knowledge of hot h social and literary conventions is
necessary for. students to make inferences, the author outlines techniques for
judging tiultint knowledge and ascertaining how that knowledge (or lack)
allects t heir responses to literature. Uses a technique to diagnose inferences t hat
arc difficult and then to provide knowledge or experience with other literature to
huild a base for in ferencing.

Bellows, B. P. R turning shoes are to jogging as analogies are to creative.' critical thinking,
.hnernal of Reading, 1980, 23. 507-511.

Explains the rationale behind thy use of analogies to build critical,
creati,yvhink Mg in the content areas. Includes a basic analogies unit with
appliCat ions to literature comprehension. Similes. metaphors. personification.
ma,xlans, and proV'erhs can he taught as analogies. Analogies can even he used in
coMpreherisionctivities to compare characters, plot, setting, and mood.
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Burmeister, I.. Vocabulary development in content area reading through the use of
morphemes. Journal of Reading, 1976, /9, 481 -486.

Discusses vocabulary development through study of morphemes and

suggests some possible activities for the classroom.

Cassidy,: J. How to read in "English." Teacher, 1978, 95, 48-52.
Discusses English activities for a learning center whith reinforce five

reading skill areas for fourth and fifth graders. Detailed directions for making

the activities are included.

Chesler, S.A. Integrating the teaching of reading and literature4/otana/ of Reading, 1976,

/9, 360-366.
Discusses the reading difficulties and skills necessaty to handle the poetry'

genre. Sample methods are provided for choosing poems, preparing for reading,
surveying, and facilitating literal and critical comprehension.

Cline-,-)R.J.K., & Kretke, diL. An evaluation of long term s.s.r, in the junior high school.
Journal of Reading, 1980, 23, 503-506. .

Investigates the effects of junior high s.s.r. testing with an inventory of
reading attitudes revealed that the experimental subjects, had a significantly
higher positive attitude toward reading than did the control subjects. S.R.A.
scores showed no significant differences in reading achievement and no
interaction of the treatment with intellectual capac .

Crowder, W. W. Helping elementary students unaVstand th 'news through a study of
reporting styles. Reading Improvernem,k1178, l5, 141-144.

Describes a four step procedur to enable elementary language arts
students to evaluate news reports they read and hear. Provides detailed
information for the classroom teacher to build a unit based on reporting styles.

Detherage, J. Reading, writing, and running. English Journal, 1980, 69, 38-41.
Building a unit around running, the author used runninyiterature,

running experiences, and persbnal journals after running to impr e reading,
writing, and communication skills. Self-selection of materials from various levels

of difficulty wls. made. The coupling of reading, experience, and responsive
writing provides a basis for verbalized concept development.

Donlan, D., & Singer, H. Active comprehension of short stories. Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the Claremont Reading Conference, January 1979. (ED 170

705) 1

In this study on short story comprehension, the researchers investigated

preposed questions and their effects on comprehension.Schema-based student-

prepared questions produced significantly higher comprehension than did either
teacher-prepared or general student - prepared, questions. The article includes
general schema questions for a short story and illustrates how to apply them in

the classroom.

Duffelmeyer, F.A., & Duffelmeyer, B.B. Developingvocabulary through dramatization.
Journal of Reading, 1979, 23, 141-143. .

Advocates the teaching of vocabulary in language arts through
dramatization of small skits. Student experience with the word in context
facilitates deeper processing. Register and the use of words in various social
stories can be discussed following dramatizatitins. The authors include a sample

dramatization and how it can be rased in the classroom.
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Dupuis, M.M. The doze pi occilme: ( an it he used with literature? Rea 'ling Improvement,
NM, 13, 199 -203.

hDupuis, NI, NI. I he doze procedutesis a predictor of Comprehension in literature. Journal
Educational Research, 1980. 74, 27-33.

A series of studies using tenth grade students to investigate whether doze
exercises ear` help English teachers match student reading levels to appropriate
stories. Results suggest I) t hat the doze procedure Works with short stories as it
does with expository writing: 2) that the scoring procedures reported, using
controlled synonyms as well as exact word replacement, can make the procedure
'more flexible: and 3) that the cutoff scores for predicting comprehension and
grouping levels may need adjustment from the 44-57 percent cutoffs reported

42 elsewhere.

Dupuis, NI. NI. & Askov. E.N. Content area readink: An' ..individualked approach.
Englewood Cliffs; New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. 1982.

Provides ,eneral in formaium about diagnosing student reading skills.
using 'a variety-1i grouping plans, applying a decision- making model, and
organizing i struction through a unit plan. Strategies for developing vocabulary,
comprehension, and study skills are included. Of spec ial interest to t he English
timelier are guidelines for materials selection, ways of ising language experience
approach. discussions of bilingual reading, exception il children, and dialects in
the classroom. An example is given of an English con :ept guide for Romeo and
Juliet.

Early. M. ('hanging content in English curriculum: Reading. In J.R. Squire (Ed.). The
teaching of English. WI: Yearbook. 1977. Part I, 189-196.

Details the positive change in attitudes toward teaching reading skills in
t he English classroom. Describes a variety of possible roles for English teachers
in developing reading skills.

1
Elkins, D. leaching literature: Designs /or cognitive development. Columbus.

Charles E. Merrill, 1976.
After illustrating several informal tests to evaluate students' reading

abilities, t he author approaches reading difficulties of students two ways: I).
making the classroom a library with 'materials available for different reading
levels and 2) providing preventive instruction such as text glossing, previewing.
setting purposes, and reading the opening aloud.

Estcs, F. I & Vaughan. J.I.., Jr. Rea.ding and learning in the content classroom. Boston:
Allyn & Bacon, 197K.

After providing general information on the role of instruction and
strategies for diagnosing students' reading skills, study skills. and vocabulary.
t he authors present a sample English unit on writing. Sample reading guides on
sequence. cause-and-effect, and different comprehension levels are included
along with a brief discussion of using a structured overview of concepts.

(iipc. J.P. Use of relevant context helps kids learn new word meanings. Reading Teacher,
1980, 33, 398-402.

Investigates four methods of vocabulary development (association,
categories. context. and dictionary methods). The context method was
significantly better for good or poor readers..
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Green law, M..I. Inhumation 'draw. Paper presented at the Annual Conference on

Language A its in the Flementary School,
Phoenix. Arizona, April 1977 (En 146.

625)
Proposes the term "informational books" be used in place of "non fiction"

since "inforniational" has no negative connotations, New informational books

on selected topics are included along with a. bibliography.

Guthrie 1.T. Research: Learning to criticize literature. Journal of Reading, 1980, 24,

92-94.
This internationally based study of critical literary skills under the

auspices of the International Association for Lhe Evaluation of Educational
Achievement revealed students in New..Ze'alandseored highest in comprehen-

sion, Findings indicate the New Zealand students flexibly chose different

strategies to probe Jail-env stories. This critical flexibility may facilitate

comprehension.

fleitinian, W.R. 77/enewspitper in ,/u classroom; What research says to the teacher. West

Haven, Connecticut; National Education Associatio,n, 1979. (Hi 176 284)
This review of research on using newspapers in the classroom also

-includes a list of ways to use newspapers in improving reading skills, classroom

discussion, and motivation in English and social studies classrooms. A list of

resources along with guideljncs for beginning such a program are included.

Use of the newspaper is shown to he highly motivating to innereity

children, according to several studiesmid programs. Several activities concerned

with vocabulary and main ideas are included.

Ilenry, G.11. reaching reading as concept development: Emphask nn afliTtive thinking.

Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1978.
Attempting to close the gap between literature teachers and reading

teachers, the author proposeS that reading for concept development involves

thinking through written language to discover relations and to structure teem

. tentatively. Synthesis of relations is concept development. Developing, the atiis of

joining, excluding, selecting, and implying through study of literature examples,

the author illustrates how logical strategies cif/Phelp students structure concepts

,.--- through reading and relate them to other experiences, other concepts. and other

reading. A sample unit in literature is included.

Ilerber,-11.1: "reaching reading in the content areas (2nd ed.),.. Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey: Prentiee-liall, 1978.
Develops a philosophy of content area reading and proposes a three level

guide to aid comprehension (literal, interpretive, and application). The author

emphasizes patterns and relationships which he illustrateS in different content

.areas.

Ignoffo, M.F. The thread of thought: Analogies as a vocabulary building mettlod.

' Journal of Reading! 1980: 23, 519-521.
Viewing analogies as ain abbreviated form of sentence completion in

which the reader supplies part:of the context, the author provides examples of

classroom use of analogiesto blind English vocabulary. Additionally, the author

lists and illustrates different logical structures of analogies.

Judy. S.N., & Judy, S.J. The English re.acher's handbook. Cambridge, Massachusetts:

Winthrop, 1979.
Full of activities andspossible resources in reading for the English teacher.

this text emphasizes individualization and variety in the chapter on reading.

16

Reading-skills (general or genre-related). diagnosis, grouping, and design of

units are not detailed.
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aRocque, 11A.clopmg...sprelal sklI s Ioi leading genres, /?eat pig improveniem.
1977. N. 182-18(4

altocque, werettru /i/eraie: Reading the "genres.- Pallet, presented at the
Plains Regional Conference of the International It eading Association. St. I.onk.
February 1975, fro 103 833)

Discusses in detail some of t he comprehension problems for different,
literary genres such as poet y. drama. short stories. essays, novels. and \,
biographies. Ways of enabling students to surmount sonic of the difficulties of \\
form are discussed.

I .anbStg W..I . Helping reluctant readers help themselves. Interest inventories. Eire/ix/i
Journal. 1977, 66. 411-44.

Several types of interest inventories are presented alum: with a
description of how they can he used to increase student reading in and outside
hnglish class. 1

lee, .1. Increasing comprehension through use of context clue categories. Journal fq.

Wailing. 1978. 22.259-261.
Hie author details the use of seven types of context clues a teacher may

use to increase comprehension, A teacher may develop exercises teaching the use
of one particulartype of clue using content materials. Material with deletions can
be presented and students can pose possible substitutions. One type of word such
as nouns or verbs may he defined to assess how students use syntactic clues of
English.

1.cienson, S. Teaching reading and writing to limited and nun - English speakers in
secondary schools. English Journal, 1979. 68. 38-42.

Describes the rationale for using language experience for persons who arc
transitional English speakers: Using art, experience, and discussion, the teacher

" can give them opportunities to produce highly meaningful reading material
which uses known vocabulary.

Lucking, R.A. A study of the effects of hierarchically-ordered queMioning techniques on
adolescents' responses to short' stories, Research in the Teaching of English:.
1976, W. 269-276.

InviAtigates the effects of hierarchically-ordered comprehension ques-
tions based on the Bloom-Clegg taxonomy( Students read short stories and
wrote essays which were analyzed as a repeated measure. Findings indicate
significantly more interpretation by students after the use of hierarchically
ordered questions. In addition, students exhibited a more positive attitude after
this treatment.

NIcKenna, NI.C. A modified mace approach to teaching poetry. Journal of Reading.
1981, 24, 391-394.

After describing theInatevocedure, the author illustrates how the mate
technique can be used to teach metrics, assonance, onomatopoeia, metaphor,
simile, personification. rhyme. sensory appeal, and diction.

. Noore..1.C. Guidelines for secondary s.s.r. Washington. D.C.: Departmentlf Health.
Education, and Welfare. 1980 (Hr-195 955)

Provides guidelines for using s..r in the secondary classroom effectively.
A list of possible materials for reading and discussion in the English classroom is
included along with other content areas.
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O'Brien, D., & Schwa / berg, S. A strategy for improving teenagers' understanding and
appreciation of poetry. Journal of Reading, 1977..10, 381-386.

Proposes using reading and reaction guides for poetry with small groups

i» secondary English. A sample guide fpr a poem and directions for classroom

use are included.

Pressley. NI., Levin, & Miller, G.E. How does the keyword method affect vocab-

ulary, comprehension and .usagi.1 Reading Research Quarterly, 1981, /6, 213-

226.
Reports the results of four related svidies. The experimeNgroup was

taught a strategy of taking the familiar part of a new word, such as can from

catkin, and forti4g an image merging the familiar meaning with the obscure
meaning. Findings indielued significant differences between control subjects and
experimental subjects when subjects'were tested in a variety of ways in the four

studies. /
Purves. A.C., & Rippere. V. Elements of writing about a literary work: /1 study of/K:

sponse to literature. Champaign, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of
English. 1968.

. T+

Readence, J.E., & Moore. D. Responding to literature: An alternative to questioning.
Jourhul of Reading, 1979, 23, 107-111.

''roposes an alternative to study guide questions for junior and senior
. high school English teacheis. Believing that study, guides only indirectly teach

comprehension strategies, the authors attempted to provide students with
structures to evaluate literature concepts while reading. The authors used Harris'
six transactional analysis structures to examine character relationships. After
defining each structure (such as intimacy or withdrawal) and giving an example
of its application to a poem, the authorg' propose a procedure fok teaching
studchtS how to use these structures to process literature meaningfully' as they

read.

Readence, J.E., & Searfoss, L.W. Teaching strategies for vocabulary development.
English Journal, 1980, 69, 43-46.

Includes several general games for the English classroom to.facilitate,

categorical develo pm t of vocabulary words. The categoriza(ion of vocabulary

can be applied to com rehension of literature by guiding ways of thinking about

characters.

Readence, J.E.: & Searfoss, L.c. Reading in the content' area of language arts.

Montgomery: Alabama State Department of Education, 1975. (ED 189 572)
Illustrates how reading instruction can be combined with other aspects of

language arts. Vocabulary, comprehension, and study skills are presented with

sample activities in this ,handbook for the nguage arts teacher.

Reed, K. Assessing affective responses to reading: A multidimensi'onal model. Reading

World, 1979, /9, 149 -156.
Discusses advantages and disadvantages of a variety of reactive and

nonreactive methods of measuring. Outlines q multi-measurement model of

assessment Of student attitudes toward reading.

Roberts, D.E. The two-ended candle: Reading and English. English Journal, 1978, 67,

54-56.
Discusses briefly fundamental questions about the relationship between

the English teacher and secondary reading instruction. The author states that
English teachers cafeand should work with radii:1g teachers to develop reading

skills.

Ari
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Robinson., ILA. fioriurre rcadon.f and .sordr .stratgiev.. The (macro areas (2nd ed.).
Boston:Allyn & Bacon, 1978.

Discusses the specilic strategies students mist develop in order to
comprehend the various genres such as the short story and drama: The author
proposes a traditional analysis' framew'ork for discussion (exPositioii alITI
argument:" narration and description). 'Flue 'analysis of literature using a
Profundity Scale may 1w of interest 'to the classroom teacher as a way to direct
analysis at different comprehension levels. Included are a sample of adapting
materials and a sample concept. guide.

Roe, 11.1)., Stooitt B.D.f & Burns, P.C. Reading insirliciion in secondary schools.
Chicago: Rand McNally,. 1978.

After providing generhl comprehension and vocabulary building
information for the content areas, the anthers provide a section for the language
arts teacher. Aiding students in understanding vocabulary such as haiku
adieu/ire and the design of various literature genres is first developed: 'flu
comprehension instructional strategy creating a framework of reading readiness,
establishing purposes, leading, discussiop, and extension. A sample literature
lesson is included.

,
Singer, IL, & Donlan, 1). nt. Reading.and learning:fro ex Boston: Little, Brown, 1980.

Uses a topical unit in English literature to illustrate single text strategies
(i4loss, nit A, 'leant:Mg-from-text guides, and so3 a) and multitext strategies
(concept development, inquiry. and projects). Does not include specific guidance
in vocabulary development.

Soltis1.M., & Klautri, S. \V, The efft:ct of instruction in connectives on reading
-comprehension. Reading Irwid, 1979, 19. 179-184.

Investigates the effects of instruction iq connectives on the comprehen-
sion Of seventh and eight h grade innercity ethnissubjects. A.significant effect of
instruction was found on-a cloic-like Connectie Test but not on the Standard
Test Lessons in Reading.

Stoll s, K., & Cavanagh. G. Language across the curriculum: The art of questioning and
responding. English journal. 1980. 69, 24-27.

Argues for developing student thinking through abstract representation
of thoughts and feelings in precise language. Believing that different types of
thinking skills are fostered by different questioning levels, the author discuss
using a school language. policy to enable students to grasp logical thinking
patterns by responding to questioning at different levels.

Theofield. M.B. Esso self-concept and basic reading in a secondary school program. Paper
presented at the annual Convention of the International Reading Association.
New York City, May 1975. (ED 1(0 951)

A description of an integrated English - social studies curriculum for
secondary students with learning problems, this article details the integration of
reading and study skills, coping skills, special education. and the building of self-
concept in the Eaglish and social studies content areas. Grouping was based on
skill needs. The personal journal was a key part of the English curriculum as a.
basis for composition correction, language experience (reading AI aloud); and
private communication with the teacher. Contracting for reading skills..and
assignments was also used in the English classroom.
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Flionias, & Robinson, ILA. Improving reading in every class (3rd ed.). Boston:
A Ilyn & I 'Al

In addition to general strategies for building comprehension and
vocabulary, the authors have presented specific activities which the English
teacher may use to build readiness, provide advance organizers and overcome
initial reading difficulties. A sample reading guide for comprehension and
vocabulary building games and activities is included.

Weisberg, R.A. A comparison of good and poor readers' ability to comprehendexplicit
and implicit information in short stories based on two,modes of presentation.
Research in the Teachltzg of English, 1979, 13, 337-351.

Investigates fourth grade readers' comprehension of six short stories
presented through visual and auditory modes and tested through free and probed
recall. Three types of inferencing were probed. Differences between good and
poor readers in memory for basic idea units in both free recall andprobed recall,
regardless of mode of presentation, supports a general language comprehension
deficit in p-Oor readers.

White, R.11. Reading skills in the English class. ;'fearing Hquse, 1977, 5/, 32-35.
Outlines a plan of integrating and managing the development of reading

skills in English. Suggests a program of free reading, interest-centered projects,
teacher-directed units, and planned development of language skills. Contains
several charts to facilitate planning and management of small and large group
work.
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Reading in the
Content Area of Foyeign Language

John E. Carlson '
Area 1(ig117School

4.

Overview

In the classroom the foreign language teacher must deal with reading
skill in a manner similar to the elementary teacher at the primary level,

to the reading teacher improving skills at any level, and to the English
teacher emphasizing content at the secondary and college levels.
Acquiring reading skill in a second language involves the student in
using techniques and strategies which were used in learning the mother
tongue. In order to be successful in teaching students to read in a second
,language, the teacher must realize the enormity and complexity of

task.
The purpose of this overview is to help foreign language

educators recognize this fact and guide them to further sources of
information. The accompanying annotated bibliography offers a '\
collection of books an4 articles published between 1975 and 1981;
providing examples and 'details of the major points here.

Just as children learn their first 'language, reading.in a second
language is part of a natural sequence of language acquisition. Before
children read or learn to read, they are exposed to oral/aural
experiences. Passive understanding of sounds, however, does not
guarantee acquisition of the reading skill.

The foreign language teacher should provide the same
opportunities for learning to read which elementary and reading

teachers do:
In teaching reading in a foreign language. aims, procedures, and techniques can

he virtually the same as those once used for the acquisition of the reading skill in
the mother tongue. (de Oliveira. 1978, p. 187)
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Vocabulary. Ical fling, context clues, exercises, activities, drills, reading
strategies, and techniques all should be incorporated into the foreign
language curriculum (Mackay et al.. 197_9; Madsen & Bowen, f978 -_
l'apalia. 1976).

Transition from the process of learning to read in a second
language to reading to learn is a major step and indicates the crossover
into content reading. Given the limited exposure to a foreign tongue in
the United States, even advanced language students have difficulty with
this transition, which represents one 4)f the major problems in foreign
lanuage pedagogt..

-,

Skills

Teachers supply materials and use texts with cultural information
concerning the couw., .,.. where the language is, spoken or literary
selections from prominent authors in those countries, and the learner
often gives up in frustration, since the readings are well beyond the
student's comprehension level (Schulz, 1981). In order to ascertain the
reading level and diagnose the competency of students, doze,
procedures have been adapted.-for implementation in several of..the
foreign languages (Briere et al.; 1978). This tool can also be used as .a
vocabulary learning device in the .classrOom. To match reading
materials, textbook passages, and literature with the readinglevel of
students, formulas and graphs have also-been formulated for inguages
other than English. They include: the FRAsti`graph, and the Spulding,
Lix, and Flesch'formulas (Vari-Cartier, 1981). Specific materials for
evaluating textbooks .in foreign languages are available (Madsen &
Bowen, 1978).

Content readings can serve students in cultural analysis of
language and ideas if they are at their instructional or independent
reading level. However, if they fall within the frustration level of reading
they become useless and even destructive of the lear-ner's motivation to
continue study of the language. Indeed, as 'Anastos (1981. p. 128)
maintains. "Reading and understanding a literary text in the foreign
language is a challenging objective for students." Often the sequence of
courses at the secondary andcolk!ge levels takes students from graded
readers with a limited high frequency vocabulary directly into the
reading of literature which surveys the great works and authors in that
language. Without prereading exercises and instruction students are
faced with an overwhelming task and yet they realize the importance of
acquiring the reading skill since the majority of advanced courses arc
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literature courses. and doctoral candidates must often pass examinations
in foreign language reading comprehension (Davison. 1976: Kinsella,
1978; Phillips, 1978).

To becom fluent in content reading, students need to read for
global meaning, rather than translating or word by word plodding
through a page or passage. It is not reading if students stop several times
on each line to check English equivalents. Of course, recurring new
words should be checked in a dictionary after reading a section the first
time orperhaps preceding a second reading of the passage. Strategies
and skills used in the decoding process in thepother tongue must not be
ignored while learning the second language. Common sense indicates
that English dictionaries are not banned for usage when students read in
English. Rea lia such as signs, announcements, and posters also should

.
be prevalent in the foreign language classroom (Cziko, 1978;
Greenewald, 1981; Kinsella, 1978, Phillips, 1978). Specific reading skill
activities can he used with good results; a variety are available
(Mackay et al., 1979; Papalia, 1976; Piercey, 1982).

Besides teaching the reading skill, foreign language teachers
must also teach the skills and rules of oral understanding, speaking,
writing, syntax, and grammar (Binkley, 1°78; Cziko, 1978). These
facets of language learning combine to ate an enormous and
complex task.for both the student and the teacher. At least with the help
of the information collected in the following bibliography, foreign
language teachers will be better equipped to teach the important skill of
reading. Assuredly, learners will experience satisfaction when ,they
arrive successfully at that crucial moment of being able to read and
comprehend unfamiliar material containing new information and ideas
(i.e., content reading .in the foreign languar0.

Annotated Bibliography for
Reading in Foreign 1,/inguage Instruction

A mist os. Perry. Probing a short story with language exercises. Frireign/Languagv Annals,
1981, 14,127-132.

The challenge of reading a short story or any other literary piece in the
foreign language with comprehension hinges substantially on prior knowledge of
the vocaliolary to be encountered. In order to prepare the student for a reading:
several vocabulary drills can he constructed. Examples of reading enrichment
exercises are presented in this article including substitution. completion. and
paraphrasing. l'he entire reading unit is discussed with emphasis on vocabulary
comprehension in context. Precedi4 a teacher-student discussion of the
content of t he short story, both written qUestion and answer exercises and anoral
summary delivered by the teacher are incotporated into this unit designed for an

advanced high school class.
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Rinkley, .1a net R. Oral reading can he an IT motivator. Foreign Language Annals. 1978,

/1, 289-290.
Adapted from the format of an annual contest in West Germany, the oral

reading activity in the foreign language classroom draws on the students' ability
to read aloud effectively, to convey the joy of literature. Participants select a
passage trim a content or literayy hook in the foreign language and read to their

classmates. ;Fhis procedure involves phrasing, intonation, pronunciation,
k accent, vocabulary expansion, and listening comprehension.

)llenseler, David P. (Ed.). ATrt. annual bibliography of hooks and articles on pedagogy in

foreign languages. for the years /977 and /978. American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign Languages. 1980.
This bibliography represents the tenth such compilation edited by Ac rEt.

and includes more than 150 journals and reference sources. Divided into E7ecific
topics and areas, this work is most valuable for educators concernedwith reading

in the foreign language classroom. Relevant headings include: Linguistic,.
Vocabulary and Language Development, leaching Foreign Literature,
Developmental and Cultural Reading Materials, Physiology and Psychology of
Language Learning. Curriculum. Methods, and Skills Learning.

K.E.. & Shdell, T.J. Meets of massed and distributed practice onthe learning and
retention of second language vocabulary. Journal of Educational Research.

1981, 74. 245-248..
This study suggests that Zocabulary learning is improved when foreign

students practice new words in small time periods on sonsecutive days rather
than one massed drill. N variety of vocabulary exercises is also presented. The
implications of the findings for classroom instruction and the need to distinguisn

between learning and memory are discussed.

Bricre, F..1 Clausing. G.. Senko, D., & Purcell, E. A look at eioze testing across language
and levels, Modern Language Journal. 1978, 62, 23-26.

Despite procedural problems and limitations the doze activity can he

uses) to signify /achievement levels of language students in German, Japanese.
Russian. and Spanish. Japanese needs to he transcribed using the Latin
alphabet. The Cyrillic alphabet of Russian affects results, and all four languages

present syntactical problems. Nevertheless, the doze procedure affords the
foreign language educator with a tool for diagnostic and placement purposes.

Cziko, Gary. Differences in first and second language reading: The use of syntactic,
semantic. and discourse constraints. Canadian ,-tIodern Language Review. 1978,

34, 473-489.
If learners use syntactic, semantic, and discourse clues when reading in

the mother tongue it is not necessarily assumable that they will employ these
same means in reading in the foreign language. The teacher must point out and

pros ide the opportunity to practice the aids to reading pros ided by word order.

grammar rules, meaning. arid general topic.

Davison. W.F. Factors in evaluating and selecting texts for the foreign language
classroom. English Language

sand
Journal, 1976, 30. 310-314.

Author stresses the importance of matching the textbook in the foreign
language classroom with the needs and objectives of thestudents. The content of

readings should be in the appropriate register whether formal, conversational, or
literary. The selection of a text involves asking the question: What skills will he

needed by the student?
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de Oliveira, S.R. I ransition from an aural' oral stage to the teaching of reading in a

foreign language. English tanguyge Teaching Journal. 1978, 32, 181.187.
Maintains that the procedures and teaching techniques used (or the

acquisition of reading skills for the mother tongue arc applicable for foreign
language learning. Learners should begin,rcading passages which already have

been introduced and practiced orally. Reading exercises should he varied and
numerous, including written work which serves as a reinforcer.

Greenewald. M.J. Developing and using doze materials to teach reading.loreign
Language .1 /ma/s, 1981. 14, 185-188.

Author reveals how the clone procedure can he used as an instructional

device rather titan as a diagnostic instrument or test. The standard format and
administration of a doze exercise can bt(followed with an ensuing class review.
Study of acceptable answers and synonyms might be incorporated. Modifications
of the tool can also he made such as multiple-choice selections, word-length

clues, and exact number of letters. Another objective in employing doze as An

instructional exercise is to teach ;I:aure reading strategies in comparison to

word-by-word reading.

Grit tner. F.M. Teaching foreign languages (2nd ed.). New York: Harper & Row, 1977.
This methodology -textbook is` intended for the teacher' of foreign

languages in the elementary school and at the secondary and undergraduate
levels. It contains a systematic and objective presentation of various successful

methods of teaching foreign languages in American schools. both past and

present. Step-hy-step procedures for teaching reading at the primer, intermediate.

and liberated (advanced) stages of languageacquisitiOn are presented along with

examples. Topics such as learning vocabulary in context, the skill of reading. and

achievement testing in oral and silent reading ability are discussed. Included is a

suggested curriculum in French, German, and Spanish for levels 1 through IV
with minimal attainment levels of reading skills and content.

K insella. V. Language leaching and ics: Surveys. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978.

This collection of articles includes surveys of recent research and theories

in The fields of applied linguistics and foreign language teaching. The authors

discuss advanced reading skills, the teaching of English as a foreign language.
preliminary classroom activities to reading. intensive reading, and extensive

reading. A bibliography of related articles and hoOks by authors from many
countries follows each survey. This work is intended as both an overview for
langUage teachers and a guide for language specialists.

Lange, & Clausing. G. An examination of twi; methods of generating and scoring

doze tests with students of German on three levels. Modem Language Journal,

1981, 65. 254-261.
Included within this article is a review of theconstruction and scoring of a

doze- test in German. Rather than an instrument for level of reading difficulty,
the German doze test is employed as a proficiency test for purposes such as

course placement. Two methods of construction arc presented: the usual Nth
format omitting every fifth word- and a random format wherein the
administrator decides which words arc to he deleted. Also, two ways cif scoring

are examined: the exact word versus acceptable answer. Following an actual

doze test administration the results arc discussed in reference to the reliability of

the findings.
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Mackay. R.. Bat kman. II., & ()Man, 11. K. (Gds.). Reading in a second icinguage:
itypothe.w.v, orgam:a/ ion. cam/ practice. Rowley. Massachusetts: Newbury

House. 1979. `-s.
Discusses theories of the reading process (hypotheses), comprehension

and int.erpretation skills (organization). and skill-building activities (practice).

N1 ad n, & D. daptation in language teaching. Rowley. Massachusetts:
Newhury House. I97/8.

A general m thodology text for foreign language teachers. Good sections

on text evaluatim and adapting materials.

1'4p:dia. A. Learner eta wed language leaching. inednids, and materials. ;Rowley.
Massachusetts: Newbury House, 1976.

A general methodology text for foreign latguage teachers. Chapters on
cultive, listening, speaking. and grammar instruction, as well as reading
comprehension. Section evaluating foreign language texthooks.

Phillips, .1.R. Reading is communication. too! Foreign Language Annals, 1978, / /,
181-287.

By surrounding...the student with written messages found in the foreign
country, emphasis is on t he ;thinly to interpret culturally authentic messages.The
learner will heeome functionally_ literate in the second language. Traditional
classroom reading materials have heen artificial in contrastv real-life messages.
This article- identifies communicative realia, strategit.44or decoding, and
es, aluative techniques. The ohjeetive of reaching the independent level of reading
is dependent on the increasing language skills of the learner linked with
contextual expectations involving guessing and prediction.

Piercey, I). Reuding .ueliviiie. in content areas: .4n ideabook Pr middle and secondary
sehoots (2nd ed.). Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1982.

Suggests reading activities and teaching strategies to encourage students'
success in several content areas including, foreign languages. Focuses on
classroom techniques for stimulating .ocahulary development and generating
understanding and details activities for practicing the skills necessary for
learning success in each area. Suggested level, ohjectives, required student and
teacher preparation, and specific procedures are. outlined for each activity
(Chapter 7. pp. 183-198).

Schti//, R.A. Literature and readability: Bridging the gap in foreign language reading.
Modern Language .14arnal. 1981. 65. 43-53.

Foreign language learners need to comprehend reading selections and
materials with minimal levels of frustration. The sequence of texts and literary
works presented to the student must recognize this need; otherwise, the reading
activity heeomes useless and often destructivein terms of the learner's attitude
toward reading in the foreign language. This article stresses the importance of
measuring t he readahility level of selections by applying ohjective analytical
instruments chu.pled with the subjective judgment of the language instructor,
I he fault of many language programs has heen a gap hetween the usage of
structured graded readers and text hooks containing a high-frequency. limited
vocahulary at the beginning and intermediate levels to a literary survey course of
master works at the advanced level of foreign language curriculum.
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Swaffer. & Woodian. M.S. Language for comprehension: Focus on reading a

report on the tin ivers ity of Texas German program. Modern Language Journal,
1978, 62, 27-32.

7 A pilot program at the University of Texas at Austin introduces reading
for global meaning in the fifth week of beginning language instruction. After four
weeks of oral interaction with the students involving teacher directives and
commands. students begin reading for main idea Comprehension. The
underlying hypothesis is that second language learning is more efficiatt and
successful when the more difficult, productive language skills of speaking and
writing follow understanding and reading. It was found that students attitudes
improed toward foreign language study with the implementation of this
prograM. Above average percentile scores in the Modern Language Association
standardized liste.ning and reading tests were also noted. .

Vari-Cartier, P. Development and validation of a new instrument to assess the readability
of Spanish prose. Modern Language Journa& 1981, 65, 141-148.

incontuasttoIheSpauldingn wiliod for measuring readability of Spanish
mose the tease instrument presented here is easy and convenient. First
de'veloped in 1956 the Spaulding formula is based on word frequencies and
complex calculations which are often beyond the capabilities and time demands
of the classroom teacher. The new FRASE (Fry Reo. Adaptation for
Spanish Evaluation) technique counts the number of r : .,:es and syllables per
100 words and using an adapted Fry Graph determine reading difficulty of
the passage according to Spanish I, II, III or IV rather than the Fry grade level
designation.
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Reading ih the
Content Area of Mathematics

James F. Nolan
Lafayette College

Over View

J)
This report which summarizes a review of current literature (1957-1981)
A tilt topic of reading in the content area of mathematics is divided
into veral sections: a review of the difficulties which ar\\e inherent in

read E-1 math,: a review of empirical research concerning tile reading of
math, a description of essential skills, a discussion ofpossibly strategies
for promoting skill development, and a discussion of procedures for
assessing the readability of math materials.

Reading specialists and mathematic's teachers general agree
that there are several factors which make the reading of math ma erials
inherently difficult. In general, math texts are written in a erse,
unimaginative style, offer few verbal context clues to help in deco ing
meaning, And lack the redundancy which one finds in most writ g
(Hollander, 1977; Manzo, 1975; Munro, 1979; Wesley & Tanner, 198 :.-",

Math also tends to be highly compact and requires very slow, deliberat
reading in order to comprehend the concepts (Bye, 1975; Krulik, 1980).

Adding to the math student's problems is,the fact that matheniatical
symbols (e.g., =) do not express the typical phoneme-grapheme
relationship and, thus, they must be memorized (Dunlap & McKnight,
1978). An .additional complicating factor is the variety of eye
movements which are required to read math in addition to the normal
left to right movements (Georgia State Department of Education,
1975). Examples of the various eye movements required are:
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circular
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In addition to the general problems which are outlined above,
math presents specific reading problems in the areas of vocabulary or
concept developmentand word problems. O'Mara (1981) has identified
five different contexts in which math concepts may be presented:
pictorial or graphic, symbolic or computational, verbal, textual, and
testing. These 'five different contexts may be used to present four
different types of vocabulary: words which have the same meaning as
they do in general usage, technical words which are peculiar to math
(polynomial), symbolic vocabulary (m), and words which have multiple
meanings ( Riley & Pachtman, 1978). Words with multiple meanings are
those words which have meaning in general/ usage and a different
meaning in math (root, property), and also words which have general
meanings and two technic,a1 meanings (base, square). This list of specific
difficulties in learning math vocabulary clearly points out the need for
skill instruction in that area.

Word problems also contain many Pitfalls tor the prospective
student of mathematics who has not previously developed the necessary
reading skills. An inability to solve word probletps successfully often
becomes a major stumbling block to success in math. Singer and
Donlan (1980) cite several potential problems, including the, use of
synonyms rather than words act ually,used in formulas, e.g., rate instead
of speed; the presentation of inforthatiion in the problem in an order
which is different from that usedjr-Khe formula; and the presentation of
insufficient or extraneous itrformation.

Review of Empirical Research
Empirical research concerning the reading of mathematics has

concentrated in three major areas: word problem solving, vocabulary
development, and general factors related to the- ability to read math.

As early .as 1970, Earp reported the existence of a fairly large
body of research which indicated that specific instruction in reading of
math word problems leads to improved problem solving by pupils.
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Rewriting word problems to Make them easier to read and to pattern
them after the oral language of stMrents seems to he aneffective strategy

for facilitating problem solving(Cohen &Stover, 198I; McCabe, (977).
Cohen and Stover. also identified the variables which are important
factors to keep in mind when one is rewriting word prOblems to make

them easier: simplifying vocabularreducing sentence length, adding
diagrams, changing the order in which the information is presented to
mimic the,Use of information in the fokniula, and removing extraneous
information. R u bens (1980) studied the problem solving abilities of two

groups of students. OneJroup was instructed by a math teacher who
had little baaground,in reading and thus concentrated on math skills.

The1 other group was instructed by a reading teacher who had little mat,
background and thus concentrated on teaching reading skills. Th
students who were instructed by the reading teacher were able t.o solve

math word problems more efficiently.
Research concerning the effects of providing specific skill

instruction in the area of math vocabulary has added support to the
importance of teaching reading skills in math classes. Using gain scores
on the Stanford DiagnAtic tests in math vocabulary and problem
solving as the dependent variables, Skrypa (1979) found that teaching
math vocabulary led to improved scores in both vocabulary and
problem solving. Kruse (1979) also found that teaching math

cyLabulary is an effective strategy irrespective of the particular teaching
approach used.

There has been research of a more general nature, as well.

O'Mara (1981) estimated that approximately 35 percent of theerrors on
math achievement tests may actually be due tcyproblems in reading. She
also found thaAliere is a difference between reading ability and
problem solvint-tibility but that good problem solvers seem to have a
significantly. greater knowledge of math vocabulary than poorproblem
solvers. Elliot and Wiles (1979) gave doze procedures developed from

an eighth grade math text to 91 math teachers in a large urban school
system. Five percent of the teachers scored at the frustration level and

'22 percent scored at the instructional level. Finally, Bye (1975).
attempted to link reading problems in math to a lack of cognitive

\ development as defined by Piaget. She found that St percent of the
\tenth graders and 65 percent of the twelfth graders were_unable to keep

track of four attributessize, color, shape, textureat one time.
There is great reed for future experimental research in the area

of reading in mathematics hut, at present, researchers have shown

several strong links between reading skills, knowledge of math
vocabulary, and problem solving ability.
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Skills,

The specific skills which are requited to read math may he
separated into five general areas: I) perceiving and decoding symbols; 2)
attaching ptera I mea ing or concept development; 3) interpreting literal
meaning ip terms of niithematical symbols or inferential comprehen-
ion; 4) applying the e interpretations to the solution of word problems;

and 5) using specie ized study skills ( Ciani, 1981; Earle, 1976; Pachtman
& Riley, 1978).

Specific skills reqter- do perceive and decode symbols arc the
ability to associate words with proper symbols; the ability to express
ideas in objects and pictures; and.t he awareness that symbols have more
than one meaning, e.g.----as in AB, I/ 2, ÷ (Florida State Department of ,

Education, 1975) as well as the ability to recognize words on sight
(Ciani, 1981; Earle', 1976):

Specific skills required for concept or vocabtitiry development
are: attaching precise definitions to mathematical concepts (Florida,
1975); using verbal, graphic, and symbolic context clues (Ciani, 1981;
Earle, 1976; Florida, 1975); using ,r.c.ots, prefixes, and suffixes as
means of structural analysis (Ciani, 1981; Earle, 1976); and interpreting

rf words with special or multiple meanings (Florida, 1975; Georgia, 1975).
Specific skills required for interpreting the literal meanings in

symbols include understanding. the main idea (Dunlap & McKnight,
1978); understanding supportin,g details (Hollander, 1977); interpreting
graphs and recognizing the reversibility of math sentenceS, = 1+ 3

(Florida, 1975); interpreting formulas and equations (Henrichs &
Sisson, 1980); and-interpreting specialized mathematical notation
(Morrison, 1980);

.Specific skills required for solving word problems include
analyzing the given information and identifying it as sufficient,
insufficient,' or. extraneou (1- lorida, 1975); using the appropriate
sequence clues (Henrich & Sisson, 1980); translating from general
language to mathematical tern, to n merical symbols and back again
to general meaning kflunkiv night, 197)); and understanding the
facts of the problem, tli, ,,lati:;a1 -Concepts implied, and the
numerical depiction of the (Pachtman & Riley, 1978). .

Specialized study skills which are required for math include'
adjusting one's reading rate (Earle, 1976; Florida, 1975; Htnrich/&
Sisson, 1980); reading with paper and pencil (Florida, 1975); usrig parts
of the book to develop locational skit .(Earle, 1976; Henrich &Sisson,
1980); following directions (Holknder, 1977); using mathematic'
dictionaries .(Alabama, 1975; Ciani, 1981; Earle, 1976); using special
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study formulas, doing voluntary readings in math (Florida, 1975); and
employing appropriate test taking strategies (M orrison, 1980).

Strategies
This section of the paper discusses strategies which have been

recommended to promote development of the reading skills which were

discussed in the previous section. General strategies for eniancing
mathematical reading will be discussed first, followed by strategies for
promoting development of specific skills.

General strategies which arc especially helpful in developing the

ability to read mathematics successfully are similar to the s ,lrategies

which are used in °other content'areas. These include the use of directed
reading activities, marginal glosses, study and reading guides, the use of

multiple texts, and units of instruction which incorporate reading
activities into daily math classes (Dupuis & Askov, 1982; Herber, 1978;
Shepherd, 1982; Singer & Donlan, 1980; Thomas & Robinson, 1977).
Allowing students to manipulate s'oncretc objects physically, using
kinesthetic and visual aids to provide additional clues, and providing
opportunities to practice oral expression of concepts before encountering

them in reading are addition-al general strategies which seem to be
effective in developing reading skills for math (Aiken, 1977; Hollander,

1977).
To aid students in the skill area of recognizing and decoding

symbols, suggested activities are to provide practice inmatching words,
symbols, and math expresions, e.g. = EQUALS 8 ? 4 x 2'(Krulik, 1980); to;
have studjnts practice writing the math symbols for words and
expressions which are read orally by the teacher(Florida, 1975); to use
flash cards which contain words, symbols, and math expressions
(Alabama, 1976); to use puzzles and word find exercises which require
students to circle, key words (Ciani, 1981); and to provide practice in

oral_ pronunciation of'words,symbols, and expressions (Hollander,
1977). The teacher may facilitate student recognition of the proper

_direction in which to read rY-!;-th symbolS by flaying students draw
arrows to indicate. the proper older of oral expression (Georgia, 1975).

Several strategies which are effective in promoting vocabulary
or concept developmeri`t were also identified in the review of the
literature. The use structured overviews and advance organizers
which depict graphically the relationship between new concept words

and those concepts which were previously learned is highly recommended
(Dupuis & Askov, 1982; Riley & Pachtman, 1978; Thelen, 1979).
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Matching exercises, multiple choice exercises, and crossword puzzles
may he used to help refine students' understanding of key concepts
(Florida, 1975). Providing practice in the use of context clues is an

'excellent strategy for promoting vocabulary development. One
suggested strategy is to provide a clue in math symbols which the,
student users to decode a verbal sentence, e.g., "10 + 5 = 2, we call five a
divisor" (F15-Nda, 1975). This technigile is actually a refinement of the
modified doze procedure. The doze procedure may also be used to
'promote and test for concept development. Practice in using ward
attack skills, such as the use of roots, prefixes, and suffixes, is also
helpful in enhancing vocabulary development. Multi-syllabic Words

such as equilateral and equiangular may he brOken into compOnent
parts and decoded more easily (Earle,. 1976; Florida. 1975). One final
suggestion for promoting vocabulary development is to require
studeritS to maintain a notebook ("dictionary") of technical math terms
( polynorni,i1) and general terms (base) which are used in a Si7CCial way in

math ( K rulik. 1980). -

Suggestions for strategies to promote skills which are important
for interpreting literal meanings are not as plentiful as they are in othern
skill areas. The Florida report suggests that teachers routinely question
students regarding the main ideas of reading .passages and the
supporting details which develop the main idea. To help students lea r.n
how to interpret graphs, the same report (1975) suggests that teachers

give students a graph in which the axes are not labeled and require the
students to label the graph in response to specific interpretations made

by the teacher. Finally Henrichs and Sisson (1980) suggest that
students be given specific practice in reading and interpreting formulas
and equations orally.

Strategies to help students develop problem solving abilities, bn
the other hand, are abundant. One effective strategy is for the teacher to
rewrite the problems or to have brighter students rewrite the word
problems by patterning them after their own oral language (Cohen &
.Stover, 1981; McCabe, 611977; Wesley & Tanner, 1980). Teaching
specific vocabulary and concept terms as they apply to word problems
is, another. effective strategy (Kruse, 1979; Rubens, 1980). Godfrey
(1979) suggests the use of review lessons in which word problems are
used to review key concepts as an effective strategy for promoting both
vocabulary development and problem solving. Teaching students to use
the proper sequence of steps in sating- word' problems may be
facilitated by-cutting lip word problems (from old books) into separate
sentences,. 'scrambling the order and then_ requiring the students to
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reassemble the problems in the proper sequence (Florida, 1975). The
Florida report also suggests that teachers must provide practice in
indentifying sufficient, insufficient, and extraneous inforination.

Study guides may also be helpful in teaching students how to

attack word problems. Riley and Pachtman (1978) suggest using a

three-level study guide for word problems. Level one deals with the facts

of the problem; level two deals with t he math concepts; and level three

deals with the numerical symbols used in solving the problem. For all
three levels they suggest using multiple choice items in the study guide.
Dunlap and McKnight (1978) also advocate the use of reading guides
for teaching word problem solving, but they point out that students

must he moved gradually from dependence on the study guide to
independence in problem solving.

Several specialized procedures or formulas for attacking word
problems have also been developed to aid teachers in teaching skills

necessary for problem solving. Manz() (1975) developed the ReQuest
procedure for problem solving. In using this procedure, teacher and
students read each sentence of the word problem, and after each
sentence, they ask each other questions to clarify the concepts involved

in the problem. This procedure continues until the entire problem has
been read and discussed. Earle (1976) suggest,: the following formula for
attacking word problems: read the entire quickly, read it again

and state the given information, change the general terms to
mathematical symbols, do the computation, label the answer, decide if

the answer seems sensible. recheck the computation, change the answer

hack to general terms. A final formula for solving word problems has

been offered by Singer and Donaln (1980). Their formula is the RQ,S2T

formula: Read the problem, Q I What facts are given?, Q2-- What do I

have to find out?, Q3 What shall I let 'X equal?, Q4How shall
represent the other information?, SI --Set up the equation, S2----Solve

the equation, Test the answer.
The Florida report suggests several strategies for developing the

specialized study skills which are important in math. Among these

strategies are: pr ding practice in scanning and summarizing as well
as reading slowly and deliberately; assigning students to compute
example problems as they are reading to develop the habit of reading
with paper and pencil; using scavenger hunts to practice using the parts

of the hook and develop locational skills. Devine (1979) points out the
importance of paying special attention to the structure of the book, and

R obinsok.(1975) suggests the following procedure for students to
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follow in reading lath books: (re)read the verbal definitions; read the
explanatory in rmation, both symbolic and graphic; reread the
explanatory ormatien; and reread the verbal definition if necessary.
Other specialized study formulas which,may be useful for reading math

are SQ3R survey, question, read, recite, review (Singer & Donlan,
1980); and PQ4R preview, question, read, reflect, recite, review
(Maffei, 1973; Thomas & Robinson, 1977).

Materials
This section on materials will deal with specialized procedures

for assessing the readability of math materials and matching texts to
students.

The most appropriate measure of readability seems to be the
doze procedure with some special modifications as suggested by Kane,
Byrne, and Hater (1974). In this procedure every fifth word ico' math

symbol is eliminated and replaced by a blank. When words are
eliminated. the blanks are longer ; when math symbols are
eliminated, the blanks are shorter Mathematical symbol.. -..re
ordered according to the order of oral pronunciation, and each symool

is counted separately, e.g. counts z.ts two symbols > Thus 4

= 8 x I :2 is counted as 4, =. 8, x, I, /, 2.
Informal reading inventories which assess the student's abilities

to use the special reading skills which are appropriate for reading math
is a second procedure which may be,q4sed to match learners with a
particular text (Dupuis & Askov, 1987,'Eskes & Vaughan, 1977;

O'Mara, 1981; -Singer & Donlan, 1980).
. General readability formulas which count sentences and

syllables such as the Fry, Raygor, Smog, and Dale-Chall are not
appropriate for matching learners with math textbooks. These
formulas should only be used to distinguish texts which present difficult
concepts in a simpler linguistic style from teats prc ;ent difficult

concepts in a diffiCult linguistic style.
Kane, Byrne, and Hater (1974) have developed two readability

formulas specifically for math ?eats. Both formulas are based on four
hundred word samples for every thirty pages of text and use doze scores
as the criterion variable. Results are interpreted in terms of clo;e scores
which would be expected to be achieved by junicr high students.
Specific ir,formation regarding these two complicated formu:;i.> is'
available in the Kane, Byrne, and Hater text.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
It would seem that reading instruction as it applies to specific

reading skills required to read- math should be an integral-aspect of
mathematics instruction. The reading skills which are required differ
significantly from those required for general reading, ana since they are
generally concerned with concept development and understanding the
techniques for problem solving, the best person to provide skill
instruction in this area is the regular mathematics instructor.

There is a significantly large body of research and literature
which is available in the area of reading math, most notably in the areas
of general problems, vocabulary or concept development, and problem
solving of word problems. Much work remains to be-done in several
areas of mathematics instruction. Most existing research deals with
general math and algebra, and there is need for research in the areas of
geometry, trigonometry, and calculus. There is a need to continue the
work on developing specialized readability formulas for math which
was begun by Kane, Byrne, and Hater. Finally, there is a need for
research (especially experimental design) which assesses the effectiveness
of suggested strategies for promoting vocabulary development,
interpreting literal meanings of math passages, and developing the
special study skills which are required for math.
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Reading in the Content Area of Music

Bernard J. Badiali
Gateway Regional High School
Woodbury Heights: New Jersey

Overview

Tragically, when budget cuts occur, they often occur in music
departments. Perhaps, if music were more closely linked to basic skills,
such as mathematics and reading, there would be a stronger rationale to
look in other areas of the curriculum to make those dreaded cuts
( Klotman, 1977). Unfortunately, many music teachers regard them-
selves more as musicians than teachers (Tellstrom, 1978). Music
teachers may feel uncomfortable incorporating the teaching of reading
skills into their weekly lessons. Chances are, however, that good music
teachers already provide students with some essential reading skills.
There seems to be extensive common ground between reading language
and reading music. Maybe it is past time f r them to be linked more
closely (Tucker, 1980). Much of the liter ture written since 1976
addresses the issue of how valuable it is to ink music and reading.

Research
There is a comparative scarcity of research linking reading and

music (Tucker, 1980). Some early empirical findings (1943-1971) have
been interpreted to indicate a highly positive correlation between
reading and music (Zinar, 1976). Still other assessments of these studies
refute this conclusion (Groff, 1977).!The latter assessment suggests that,
based on the early studies which dealt directly with the effects of music
instruction on reading development, it is inappropriate to advise music
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teachers that their instruction is a valuable aid to the language/ reading
teacher. The second holds that there has been little conclusive
evidence to support or \reject the notion that music instruction does
affect reading developmeikt (Groff, 1977). This latter view is supported
by Wooderson (1977a, 1978). Wooderson's research suggests that in
beginning reading instructi n music may have positive effects on
attitude, but no significant of ct on reading skill attainment is noted.
Wooderson catalogs the 1 m methods texts which advocate
integrating music and language is (1977a:3), but she concludes that
"these worthy recommendations are seldom investigated within the
rigOrs of experimental research" (19, 7a:4).

Skills
While the difference of opinion con inues, it does seem obvious

that learning music is somewhat similar t learning language. Both
tasks depend on the student's ability to erceive likenesses and
differences in sounds, shapes, and symbols. Rea ing words and.reading
music are both done left to right and top to bot om, Reading musical
notations may be easier than reading alphabets ince, unlike letters,
notes are constant with the sounds they represent. Figure 1 illustrates
how some music activities, can help develop abilities for reading
language (Lloyd, 1978).

Figure 1. Music ActivitieS. for Helping Develop and Reinforce
Specific Abilities for Language Reading.

General area
Ability related

to reading
Musical activity

to reinforce ability

Auditory
reception

Auditory
discrimination

Auditory
association

Music

Hearing spoken language

Ability to distinguish between
spoken'soundS in sentences,
words, letters

Ability to interpret spoken
sounds and related concepts
presented orally

Hearing music sounds

Practice in recognizing sounds
made with instruments, voice,
clapping, etc.

Practice identifying where a
sound is coming from, pitch,
intensity, etc.

Isolating which instruments are
playing When two or three.are
playing together

Practice repeating rhythmic
patterns by clapping: stamping,
etc.
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(continued)

General area
Ability related

to reading
Musical activity

to reinforce ability

Visual
reception

Visual
discrimination

Visual
association

Visual
sequential
memory

Eye-motor
coordination

Form
constancy

Figure
ground

Language
reception

Seeing letters, words, pictures

Seeing differeice ween
graphic represent tio of
letters and word

Realizing that words and
letters are written forms of
language and sound

Ability to remember sounds
and words long enough to
obtain meaning

Ability tO track
visually from left to
right and top to bottom of
page

Recognizing that a word spelt
in capitals, lower case, and
cursive is always the same
word

Recognizing that distracting
marks on a page are not
essential to the reading
process

Ability to listen to and under-
stand spoken language

(from Lloyd, 1978, p. 324)

Memorizing songs, then singing
notes in sequeitce

Remembering which sound
comes next in a melody

Seeing musical notes and
instruments
Practice discriminating different
graphic representations of
notes for time and tone values

Practice associating specific
notes with specific sounds and
time values
Reading notes and translating
them into actions, rhythms,
tunes

Practice remembering tunes
and song words in order to
play and sing them

Copying music, song sheets

Practice in following music
sheets from left to right and
top to bottom.

Practice finding notes of the
same time value, even when
they are of different colors

.Finding notes of the same pitch
when they have different time
values

Recognizing that felt notes
used to make tunes have the
same value as notes drawn on,
music sheets

Practice associating the sound
of a note with its graphic
representation,

Practice listening to and under-
standing songs arrd explana-
tions of musical activities
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Despite t he differences of opinion concerning the research of the
past linking music and reading, it is our view that one can facilitate the
other. Music is ideal for developing.adequate oral language through
songs. Listening an other music- related language skills are crucial in
developing readiness for reading (Reeves,. 1978). Building basic skills

through 'music instruction can provide many students with the
motivation they need to learn how to read. All music teachers should
consider capitalizing on student interests in order to help them acquire
better reading skills.

Strategies
It has been suggested that music specialists should learn ways in

which music can be used to reinforce or enhance learning in other
subjects (Reeves, 1978). Music can be used easily with the language
experience approach. Writing words to songs i comparable to writing
poetry (Reeves, 1978). Lyric analysis of new compositions or popular
recordings can facilitate comprehension and provide unique motivation
for reading practice. All children have a need to express themselves
through music (Zinar, 1976).

"Translating Latin into Music," Schenkman (1979) discusses

various esoteric and practical strategies for combining the reading of
music with the reading of language. He draws logical parallels between

the concept of syntax in music and language. He suggests a wealth of
strategies for cornkining music with linguistic vocabulary and research

skills.
A major resource for linking music and reading is television. Ina

study which used musical television to teach reading, there were
significantly positive results (Hirst & O'Such, 1979). The lyrics of

'cal jingles from commercials were used to teach various reading
ht.*,. Sine children generally spend more time watching television

than going to school, associating viewing with reading practice could
have lasting carryover effects on reading ability.

Conclusion
Finally, it must be said that there is a need for more research

`'describing the exact nature of the relationship between reading music
and reading language. All educators, but especially music teachers,
have a stake in identifying such a relationship. Only through valid field

research can we identify the attributes.that connect reading and music.
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Certainly, only through close cooperation between the music teacher
and the reading specialist can we make progress toward discovering this

relationship.

Annotated Bibliography for
Reading in Music

Brown. M.1-1. Time for music. Music Teacher, 1977, /0, 15-16.
Presents progress report on the use of multimedia materials2The author

reports on the success of this primary school reading program involving
materials developed by the project "Music Education of Young Children"
sponsored by the School's Council Project: -A,"

Groff. P. The effect of music on reading. Reading Horizons, 1976, 2, 20-24.
Suggests that teachers tit' reading would be in error to suppose that the

displacement of regular metho:':o 01 reading instruction in their classes by music
activities will produce exceptional gains in skills.

Groff. P. Reading music affects reading language? Says Who? Musk Educator's Journal
1977, /. 37-41.

Reviews research literature which refutes the notion that music and
reading arc related. The author suggests that there is no substantial evidence to
prove that teaching, music helps language reading and it is inappropriate to
advise music teachers that their instruction is a valuable aid to the efforts of the
language reading teacher.

Hirst. L.T.. & OSuch, T. Using musical television commercials to teach reading.
Teaching Exceptional Children, 1979. /1, 80-81.

Suggests t hat teachers take advantage of the time children spend
watching 'IN. The authors summarize a successful classroom practice that uses
television commercials to help remediate slow readers.

K lotman, R.N. When you go back to basics, take music along. Music Educator's Journal,
1977, 9. 77.

Urges teachers to link music to reading and promote it to avoid cutting
school music programs. Since music can be linked to creative expression it has

many uses in reading.

Lloyd. M. Teaching music to aid beginning readers. Reading Thacher, 1978. 32. 323-327.
Reading both music and language depend on similar skills. The author

compares skills in each area and suggests ways to combine reading and music on

the elementary level.

Plummeridge. C. The reading project: Observations. Music Teacher, 1978, 9, 15-16.

Critique of "Time for Music," a multimedia kit developed by theSchools
Counet Project called "M usic Education for Young Children." The author takes
exception to earlier review which describes these materials favorably.

Reeves, H.R. Building basic skills with music. Mask Educator's Journal, 1978. 9, 75.

Music can be used in developing listening and language skills in
elementary schools. The authof suggests methodS for teaching auditory
discrimination and concept development through song lyrics. She suggests that
oral language development is crucial in developing readiness for reading.
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Schenkman, W. Language, music. musical language, or translating Latin into music.
American Music Teacher, 1979, 9, 14-17.

Exaniiiies the relationship between Latin and music. Suggests a
significant connection between the two subjects, whereby the study of the one
might well influence and advance the study of another.

Tellstrom. A. Annual report, Music Educator's Journal. 1978, 65, 66 -73.

Tucker, A. Music and the teaching of reading: A review of the literature. Reading
Improvement, .1981. 14-19.

A review of research and opinion which concludes that there is a scarcity
of research linking reading and music. The author suggests more research be
done in this area.

Tucker, A. Reading and music: Can we bring them together? Reading Improvement,
1980, F, 224-225. ,

Points out that music can be tool for enhancing reading instruction, then..
the teachers of music and the teachers of reading would do well to articulate..
mutual concerns and methods. When there is a deliberate attempt to put these
subjects together, there is a greater chance for student success.

.. .

Wuoderson, D.C. The0.iee, of musical and nonmusical media on word reading. Doctoral
dissertation, Florida State University, August 1977.

Wooderson, D.C. The effect of using a worksheet in teaching music reading to fourth -

grade students. PM EA Bulletin of Research in Music Education-1977.8. 12-14.
Wooderson, D.C. The effect of specific music activities on elementary language arts.

PAIEA Bulletin of Research in Music Education, 1978, 9, 30-32.
Offers a series of research studies focusing on the relationship between

music and beginning reading achievement. Her conclusions do not support a
causative relationship, alt hough students like the reading/ music combinations.

Zinar, R. Reading language and reading music: Is there a connection? Music Educator's
Jdurnal, /976, 3. 70-74.

Reviews the research t hat finds a positive correlation between reading.
music and reading language. Music is seen to act as a motivational tool as well as
a means through which reading-related skills are acquired, The author suggests
that t he connection bc ween music and reading is only one of many practical
applications where thea ts have been (.1efu I in helping learners attain basicskills.
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Reading in the Content Area of
Physical Education and Health

Bernard J. Badiali
Gateway Regional High School
Woodbury IIeights. ,Vew Jersey

Overview

Alt ? lough the areas of health, physical education, and recreation are
thought of as activity or laboratory classes, they still offer strong
possibilities for content area reading. It's important for students to
associate words and concepts with mental and physical experiences.

Subject areas like health and physical education provide excellent
settings to accOmplish reading objectives where other content areas may
not. Student interest in sports is high. That interest can be channeled in

specific ways in order to improve reading.

Research
While there hasn't been much published concerning reading as it

relates to health and physical education, there are enough sources
available to serve asa guide for any teacher in these areas. The pattern in

most of the available literature is the same. Principles of teaching

reading are presented to content teachers using examples and

terminology appropriate to their disciplines. Suggested activities are

grouped in the areas of readiness, comprehension, vocabulary, and
study skills. The literature will not only be of practical use to the content

area teachers, it will also serve as an aid to reading specialists who wish

to coordinate activities with those teachers.
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Skills

Reading isn't often thought of as a motor skill. The fact is,
however, that reading is a kind of i:;:iysical as well as mental activity.
Developing prereading skills in the elementary schools can be very
important to a student's reading rcAiness. Activities like skipping,
balancing on one foot, and hand -::ye coordination exercises can be
valuable to pre- and beginning readers (Florida, 1975). There is a kind
of parallel between 21 athlete training to compete and a reader training
to read (Gentile, 1980).

Some programs suggest C',,at individualized instruction can
continue ,readiness past the primary grades in the form of read-and-do
exercises` For example, learning stations in the gymnasium or an all-
purpose room could accommodi:te small groups: Written instructions
for a child to perform a basic tas's might read:

Do these exercises at your jwn pace.
Read The Tumbler's
Do a forward roll, pvc !O.
Do a backward roll, pi ,e: i8.

Exercises like this reinforce the I,-hysk..!al as well the reading skills
involved. They provide practice ari7 :hey can help diagnose readiness in
both areas.

Strategies
Teaching reading comprehension is discussed in the literature

more in tems of activities than in terms of diagnosis. Although there
are examples of modified cloze techniques using sports as a topic, they
are used to provide practice rather than to establish how appropriate
materials are matched to readers. The use of informal reading
inventories seems inappropriate for physical education, but could be
rased with various health textbooks.

Several sources included activities which address various levels
of comprehension. Exercises which provide practice in listening
comprehension as well as writfcn levels of comprehension were
included (Alabama, 1976a). Skills like summarizing, critical thinking,
and understanding relevant information also are discussed. One source
provided many examples as well as teacher guides using various sports
guinc., is topics (Estes & Vaughan, 1978).
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An excellent way to assess and,deal with student comprehension
is through the use of a three level study guide. Folldwing almost any
piece of reading students could be asked questions on the literal,
inferential, and'applieative levels. A good example of this technique is
used in a senior high health unit (Peters, 1980).

Level I What did the author say!
Example Pregnancy begins with conception and ends with .

childbirth (labor) or abortion (miscarriage).

Level II -Check those items that are correct" interpretations of reading
assignment.

. E sample Pregnant women have a responqibility toward4heir
unborn children.

Level III Check those items that you think best apply.
Example Pregnancy changes all things.

Sports has its own specialized vocabulary. Since many students
enjoy sports, they are motivated to learn the meanings of new words.
The informed physical education teacher will stress not only the words
and their meanings but also the process for learning new words. What is
more, teachers in almost any subject area can use sports vocabulary to
motivate other kinds of learning. .

One source suggested using the Winter Olympics for teachjn-g
reading thro.ughout an entire school. English and social studies classes
could use the names of the Olympians in a unit on name characteristics
or a unit on abbreviations. Mathematics classes could focus on the
metric system or on comparing scores and times of events. Science
classes could easily tie in the making of charts and graphs whose process
could lager be transferred to more specific content (Peters, 1980).
Obviously the teacker of physical education could use any or all of these
topics through whial to teach reading.

Generally, any sports news clipping can be appropriate for
studying vocabulary and for asking comprehension questions on
several levels (Gentile. 1980a). An excellent way for a physical
education teacher to teach and reinforce vocabulary is through a one-
page handout which summarizes a lesson. All key vocabulary should b
capitalized. Questions could be included on the back of such a
summary.

Health and physical edycation teachers can create interesting
and informative vocabulary bulletin boards. One source suggests
various places to which a teacher can write for free bulletin board
materials ( M aring & R itson, 1980), There are other sources for teaching
vocabulary withexample crossword puzzles n :rig word lists specifically
developed for these content areas (Alabama, I 976b).
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C;
There is even a miniguide on driver safety designed to help the

driver education teacher understand and teach the reading process with
special emphasis on specific vocabulary for drivers (Alabama, 1976a).

Examples from physical education are also included throughout
each source (Florida, 1975). The following sample is from an exercise
On context clues.

Directions: Fill in the missing words.
The plays directly the center and handles the every play.
The fullback is him with the left three long steps to his left.
The halfback plays just his own end and close to the line
of

Most of the books and articles which treat content area reading
in physical education and health make clear that they are just intended
as guides for practicing teachers. Once content teachers understand the
principles involved in teaching reading, they can easily adapt some
portions of their own lessons. he literature suggests the use of student
questionnaires lo determine learning styles (Alabama, 1976b). Student
guided learning centers may be desirable for portions of the curriculum.

Various units in sports involve games that demand rigid
organization. Learning to play these games is an organizational skill
and can be taught that way. Furthermore, it can be transferred to other
content areas (Estes & Vaughan, 1978). Even reference skills can be
taught through physical education. Understanding and utilizing the
library can be apart of any unit in physical education. For example, the
student could be given a "treasure hunt" in the library tedocate answers
on a sports quiz. Questions like: "Who won the World Series for the
past five years?" could be asked to guide the students through various
reference books in the library.

Although there hasn't been much specific information published
concerning teaching reading in physical education and health, there is
more than enough to get willing teachers started. Working the time in
for reading in any content area may seem difficult at first but if teachers
are committed, they will find a way. An easy way to begin a reading
program could be to start a lending library in the locker room. Collect
sports paperbacks that wilt hold high interest for young athletes and
deAse an easy way to manage their borrowing (Maring & R itson , 1980).

4

Conclusion
While physical education and reading may not seem as

companionable as some other academic areas, there is much they can do
together to facilitate better reading skills. There is a need for field
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research which can better describe the relationship between the two
areas. A closer articulation between the reading specialist and physical
education teacher could only succeed in attaining each one's goala
more competent learner.

Annotated Bibliography for
Reading in Physical Education and Health

Alabama State Department of Education. ,A miniguide to reading in the content area of
driver and traffic safety education. Montgomery: Division of Instructional
Services. 1976.

Designed to help the driver education teacher understand the reading

process. Gives suggestions for implementing reading instruction and for
identifying the reading skills that a student will reed in order to become
proficient in the area of driver education. Recognition of words is the primary
concern of the first part of the document, and specific vocabulary development
activities center on lists of essential vocabulary words for drivers. Methods for
presenting these words are suggested. Also included are a sample le§son on
teaching with a film, activities related to driver education designed to develop
study skills, and methods of making assignments to students.

Alabama State Department of Education. How to reinforce reading through health,
physical education, and recreation. Montgomery: Division of Instructional
Services, 1976.

Intended for use in inservice workshops for health and physical education

teachers, this guide containssuggestions designed lo help these teachers integrate
the teaching of reading skills into their curricula. Sample activitiesare provided
to demonstrate how the physical education teacher can use different methods
and strategies to help students extend their vocabularies and reinforce their
reading comprehension. Suggested activities include games and puzzles;
working with lists of frequently used and rarely used words; finding hidden and
missing words; developing visual recognition and comprehension; and learning
special archery terms. A checklist of study skills, a teaching model for beginning

volleyball, and a sample test are also included.

Estes, T. H., & Vaughan, J. L., J r. Reading and learning in the content classroom. Boston:

Allyn & Bacon, 1978.
Concerns both diagnostic and instructional techniques in content area

instruction. Provides content area teachers with the skills needed to diagnose
reading and learning difficulties. Prescribes learning environments as well as
diagnostic and prescriptiVe insights for teachers.

Florida State Department of Education. Physical education and reading: A winning
team. Tallahassee, 1975.

Acquaints physical education teachers with the meanings of some terms

used in reading that arc related to pht,,Acal education, acquaints physical
education teachers with reading skills I h.tr t'a he taught or reinforced through
physical education activities, provides a sr,irce or model of such activities, and
assists reading teachers in relating reading a ills to physical education. Suggested
activities are grouped in the areas of readiness, comprehension, decoding,
reference and study skills, and diagnosis. Examples of sensorirnotor activities
listed under readiness include locating parts of the body, balancing on onetoot,
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skipping, and coordinating eye/ hand and foot /eye movements. It is suggested
that these activities he used by teachers in physical education and reading classes

at all levels, to assist students in upgrading their reading skills.

Gentile, 1,..N1. Using sports and physical education to strengthen readingskills. Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1980.

Gives an overview of reading for coaches and physical education teachers,
samples' of reading activities for their classes, and procedures for readability
testing and evaluation of teaching materials. A good bibliography of readings for

students in sports is included.

Gentile, l.. M. spot is tom, ssrengthen content area reading skills. Journal of Reading,

1980, 24, 245-7.48.
Sug6.-sts Using materials dealing with sports in a variety of ways in

conti:nt classes so improve reading and critical thinking. Provides specific
suggestions for using sports in English, mathematics, social studies, science, and
health classes.

soh, R. Reading im pros einem in the gymnasium. Journal of
Wading. 180. 24. 27-31.

Suggests ten teaching strategies for combining readingskills development
and physical education instruction.

Peters, The 1980 t4mpics: A schoolwide TV - reading project. Join-tut/of Reading,
1980. 23. 300-304.

Suggests that televised broadcasts of the 1980 Olympics can provide
teachers wit h.- material for reading and .other classes.
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Reading in the
Content Area of Science

Sarah D. Weld ler
Pennsylvania' .S.iate tiniversn

Overview

This report summarizes the findings of a review of the literature in the
area of science and reading since 1975 and includes an annotated
bibliography for each citation. The literature describing research or
theoretically slanted articles is initially introduced, while the more
practical a rticles.stressing skills and strategies for the classroom teacher
follow.

Research/Theory
Articles concerning research and theory in the combined areas of

reading and science are surprisingly scanty in number. All describe a
different area of research related to science; there does not appear to be
a common denominator.

A theoretical article by Eisenberg (1977) concerned the structure
of the language in regard to science, and how the various aspects of
language (lexical, syntactic, semantic, and logical) affect comprehen-
sion and ease of reading. According to Eisenberg, there is a vocabulary
common to the sciences, a lexicon consisting of terms which are
nonambiguous. This consistent vocabulary includes words which have
one and only one meaning in the science context. Such a lexical feature
of science language structure should prove advantageous to students
since only one definition of a term is appropriate. However, it is

suggested that a study of the differences °between word meanings be
encouraged both in and out of science contexts.
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In addition, science often presents information as a cause-effect
relationship, promoting causal chaining patterns which can be

deleterious to comprehension: Note the following example of a causal

chaining pattern:
The water thundering over the spillway possesses kinetic energy, which is
converted to mechanical energy as it turns the blades of the turbine at the foot of
the waterfall. The generator converts the mechanical energy to electrical energy,

V.1111:11 IS used to light a hulh. which in turn gives off lightenergy. In this process.

some Of I hi: elcetrial energy is also converted to heat. (Eisenberg. 1977:6)

The amount of anaphora (omitted words the reader must infer)
certainly_ contributes to comprehension difficulties. In the above
example, "which" and "it" represent different forms of energy in
different sentences requiring the reader to follow and infer such changes
in meaning sequentially in the context.

Passive verbs, embedded sentences, and nominalizations are
also prevalent in scientific writing, all of which make comprehension
more difficult than their counterparts: active 'verbs, nonembedded
sentences, and transformations. \

Eisenberg suggests that instruction in the format of such
syntactic features as causal chaining may prove useful for students in
preparation for- notetaking from science texts or lectures. Teachers
preparing to rewrite science materials will aim to eliminate passive verb

tenses and embedded sentences, and to lessen the amount of anaphora
in order to improve student comprehension.

Semantically and logically, science discourse is expository in
nature and reflects a written rather than verbal domain. Scientific
language is often terse and exact, using few examples or explanations.
Essentially, much scientific writing lacks the redundancy necessary for

immediate comprehension. Keeping this in mind, when scientific
material is prepared it would be advantageous to include more concrete
examples and explanations for the reader.

It would appear that attention to and appropriate adaptation of
the lexical, syntactic, semantic, and logical features of scientific
discourse could provide a more comprehensible base for the science

student.
Several of the remaining theoretical articles were speCifie to 'the

area of biology. Middleton (1978) .
investigated the possibility of

predicti-rig-a student's reading ability, general science ability, or text
readi0,"'ty when given only two of the three variables. Of particular

interes, . as conclusion that the Fry readability graph did accurately
predict the readability levels of the selected biology textbooks. Wright
(1980) found that high school students using biology materials written
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at a lower readability did not comprehend significantly more than
students using the assigned biology text. Furukawa (1980) described the
use of a cognitive processing capacity model ((TO to help students
organize themselves for learning and found the technique to be
effective. A study conducted by Ricker (1978) compared natural and
general science ability of junior high students to biology text readability
and found significance among several .dl' the variables.

Only one study pertained to elementary age students. Kruse
(1979) addressed differences in teaching style (formal/ informal) and
found no significant differences in achievement. One final study

'conducted by Ley, Henry, and Rowsey (1979) hypothesized that general
reading ability, problem- salving reading and thilking skills, and
mathematical computation skills are related positiv:ly to performance
when solving science related word problems. However, results

suggested that students operate ineffectively when analyzing relation-
ships within science word problems. The authors contend that content
teachers should accept the responsibility to teach students the essential
reading/ thinking skills' necessary for successful interpretation of
specific content material.

After reviewing the research in the area of science and reading,
would appear that the following areas lend themselves, to further
research. Elementary school programs in relation to reading and
science need serious study. Other specific science-related subjects, aside

from biology, should be considered, such as chemistry and physics.

Research relating to the structure of scientific discourse should be

extended to investigate what features of scientific language cause the

greatest problem and what types of teaching procedures are useful in
helping students handle scientific writing successfully.

Skills/ Strategies

In content classrooms, the use of science texts predominates,
even though many teachers realize that a single text does not necessarily
suit every student. Many of the authors included in the bibliography
have acknowledged the importance of text/student ability matching
and recommend the use of the clone procedure and informal reading

,inventories WM for assessment. Carter and Simpson (1978) give
practical suggestions for finding suitable materials and determining
readability. Also included are sample questions for an IRI. Davis (1977)
discusses application of reading expectancy and readability formulas so

that alternate materials and instruction can be adopted. The Georgia
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State Department of Education (1976) has released a guide which
describes specific activities useful' for ascertaining reading levels.
Holliday and Braun (1979) include a discussion of readability scales
applicable to science texts and also describe other textual elements
which affect readability levels. Johnson's (1980) booklet includes two
pages specific to science and contains instructions on preparing a doze
or maze assessment. Kennedy (1979) specifically applies the Fry
'readability scale to biology texts. Putnam (1979) recommc is
techniques useful for determining a student's instructional level and
matching text material to that level, while Shuman (1978) describes use
of the doze procedure to determine readability. Shymansky and Yore
(1979) present several readability methods and their variability. The
Texas Education Agency (1981) includes sections in its .publication
concerning the determination of student reading level with an. tti, doze,
and the San Diego Quick Assessments. Thelen's monograph (1976)
devotes part of chapter to readability application. Van Duren ( I 979)'
describes the use of the dole procedure for teat selection and Wright
(1980) also describes material selection techniques,

4, When discussing text assessment techniques, vocabulary and
comprehension development are usually included in the same breath.
There is no denying the need for concept/ vocabulary load determination
and instruction as well as attention to comprehension ,effiCiency.
Activities and suggestions for vocabulary and comprehension deVelop-
ment were highly visible and detailed in a number of articles.

Various study strategies useful for science material were also
addressed. Advance organizers, structured overviews, and study guides
prepared by the teacher help prime students prior to instruction or
reading by structuring concepts and vocabulary necessary for
comprehension. Other related study skills for students include: setting
purposes for reading and using survey techniques (SQ3R), as well as
outlining, diagramming, notetaking, and jest taking.

Barrow (1978) describes activities useful to the biology teacher
to improve reading abilities of students, while Blake (1975) provides an
overview of teaching techniques for various reading skills. Carter and
Simpson (1978) suggest activities for vocabulary development gnd list
three levels of comprehension useful for science teachers. Divid's article
(1978) describes a workshop conducted with secondary science teachers
in which specific reading/study skills were identified, and Davis (1977)
provides a Rractical guide for theclassroom teacher by including science
topic sugglistions to help improve reading.

The Georgia State Department of Education's (1976)guide cites

specific activities for promoting reading skills at all levels. Johnson's

1
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- (1980) booklet provides information for administration of a directed
reading activity in scienct\ and contains instructions on preparing a
Structured overview and applying mapping techniques. Kaplan and
Tuchman (1980) list five strategies that foster independent learning of
content area vocabulary, while Karahalios (1979) defines an advance
organizer and describes its use in an experimental setting. Keimig (1976)
examines a system for integrating reading into the earth science

curriculum (sittc-.0 and finds reaction to be positive. Manzo's article
(1980) suggests three strategies to help students understand concepts,in

science- related material. Miceli (1975) describes an experimental
program 'conducted in a junior high school which incorporated science

vocabulary in all content areas. The results appeared favorable.
Morrison (1980) designed a questionnaire to give content area teachers

an opportunity to review skills necessary for vocabulary development,
comprehension of written material, and efficient use of study time. The
skills necessary for. learning in the area of science 'are included.

Putnam's guide (1979) recommends developing vocabulary
throu,gli context clues and the use of Latin' and Greek roots, and
developing main ideas through.study guides. Shuman (1978) recommends
a group approach to untangling sentence structure and teaching
techniques for specialized vocabulary. The Texas L7.clucaticin Agency's
publication (1981) provides tips on improving student readin'g skills and
notetaking techniques, as well as strategies fOr test-taking and
questioning strategies to improve comprehension. Thelen (1976)
provides an informrd study skills inventory in her monograph, and
Wright (:1980) discusses diagnosis of reading skills, Jeading skill
development, and instructional planning.

Several articles discuss questioning strategies in regard to
comprehending science-related reading. Both Lamb (1976) and Perry
(1979) stress the importance of asking high-level types of questions to
improve comprehension. Lamb also includes an.extensive reference list

for further reading. Two other articles, both by Leonard and Lowery
(1976, 1978) describe a question assessment instrument useful for the
teacher when selecting a text for science.

Also included are several miscellaneous articles which continue

to address practical issues. Two are concerned with readability
techniques and their shortcomings: Ricker (1978) discusses several
readability formulas (Fry, FOG, SMOG) useful for text asses.sinent, but

also d.tils other factors to be considered when assessing readability of

science material. Nelson 978) also lists factors beyond thequantitatiVe
ones most readability formulas use that should prove useful when
judging readability.
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Each of the following articles addresses a separate area: Cochran
(1979) provides the classroom teacher with a "how to" guide describing
the preparation of science reading kits. Cornett (1975) describes the
successful incorporating of a sustained silent reading program in a ninth
grade science classroom. Collins (1979) introduces a self-checking
technique to assess a student's test taking and study attitudes. Criscuolo
(1977) describes a program which uses biology as a base for developing
interest in reading for sixth graders. Warren (1975) outlines the
preparation of audio tapes and packets for poor readers in science. Esler
and King (1979), by using manipulative and observational science
activities as a stimulus, developed language experience stories used .in
both reading and language arts programs in a junior high school. Yore
and -Quinn (1977) recognize that students need to acquaint themselves
with graphics prior to 'reading science material. They elaborate on
specific procedures.

Conclusion

A number offtested stri:tegies are available to teachers in science
and reading. The colimion techniques in science/reading involve
concept learning, using advance organizers and concept labels
(vocabulary), a concern for reading level of texts, using study guides,
and process oriented self -study procedures. Science teachers can test
out the techniques to find ones which work for their content and

students.

Annotated Bibliography for
Reading in Science Instruction

Ankeny, I'.. & McClurg. P. Testing Manio's guided reading procedure. Reading Teacher.
1981, 34, 681-685.

Describes the use of M anzo's guided reading procedure (GRP) with fourth
and fifth graders in social studies and science. The procedure consists i I)
purpose set: students are instructed to remember all they can and to shut tack
eyes after reading: 2) the teacher asks the class to tell everything they remember
and the results arc recorded on the blackbord: 3) students should locate missing
items and correct them: 4) students are then to organize the information
logica0; 5) the teacher asks synthesizing questions to aid comprehension: 6) a
conventional testis administered to test short term memory; and 7) another test
is administered at a later date to assess long term memory. Students participating
in the science experimental group showed no significant differences in retention.

Barrow, L.. /I. Close encounters of biology and reading. American Biology Teacher, 1978,
45, 18-21.

Describes what the biology teacher can do to improve the readitigabilities
of students, especially those at a frustration level.
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Blake, S. Teaching reading skills through social studies and science materials, 1975. (ED

123 564)

..
For each of the subject areas, this manual provides an overview, a list of

teaching techniques for the various reading skills, and model lessons. An
appendix indicates reading materials suitable for both subjects, and a brief
bibliography lists references. .

Carter, G.S., & Simpson, R.D. Science and reading: A basic duo. Science Teacher, 1978,

45, 19-2i.
Gives practical suggestions for finding suitable material and determining

readability. Sample questions are given for an Informal Group Reading

Inventory. Activities are suggested for vocabulary development. Three levelg of

comprehension. are discussed, and a chart of science processes with
corresponding reading skills is given.

Cochran, C. Science reading kits. Science and Children, 1979, 17, 12-13.
Offers "how to" guide describing the preparation of science reading kits.

Students actually prepared the kits as science projects. Contents of kits included:
books, articles, filmstrips, models, task cards, vocabulary, and spelling exercises.

A solar heating science reading kit is described in detail. , . -

Collins. M. Helping students do better on tests. ArneriCan Biology Teacher, 1979, 4/,

239-240.
- Describes a technique (self-checking key) which should prove useful to

students. The key assesses a student's test taking and study attitudes. Directions
and the actual "key" are included.

Cornett,.C.F. Reading for fun...in science class! Xcience Teacher, 1975, 42, 5R -59.

Describes the incorporation of a free reading period in a ninth . ade
science classroom, The students were encouraged lo earl purCly for.enjoyient;
no grades were involved. A list of books and magazines at various levels of
readability and interest is provided.

Criscuolo, W.P. Centering in on books and life sciences. Teacher, 1977, 94; 82-85.
Describes a year long program in a sixth gRiti% classroom which used

biology as a base for developing interest in reading. A '5ort ed science centers are
d trailed. Lists of reference materials are also provided.

David, A. T. A science teacher, a reading teacher? A workshop with answers. Science

Education, 1978, 62, 181-186.
Desciibes a workshop conducted with more than twenty secondary

science teachers. The workshop was concerned with the following: I) teachers
should learn that content texts are written in a technical manner, therefore,
students need to be acquainted with the text's parts; 2) specific reading/study
skills should be identified which are Critical to the subject; 3) word recognition
skills should be emphasized to encourage teacher competency; 4) teachers should

hcable to apply reading expectancy and readability formulas so that alternate
materials and instruct ion can be adopted; 5) teachCs should become acquainted
with free and inexpensive materials available for instruction; and 6) teachers
should 61 able to demonstrate a reading/ study plan to their students.

Davis. J. B. Improving _reading and the teaching of science. Clearing House, 1977.50,

390-392.
Offers a practical guide which includes suggestions for reading

improvement by using science topics. Topics include: I) improving students'

reading of laboratory instructions; 2) improving comprehension through
reading assignments; 3) improving vocabulary; and 4) improving student
textbook studying. All descriptions are quite brief.
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I isenber g. A. a/. and charar/e,iin td. die language of science,

1977. (Ili 149 289)
Suggests that scientific discourse is difficult to read because of its lexical,

syntactic. semantic. a nd,,Idgical features. Lexical features include: highly
specialized vocabulary. udiformity of terms, and use of nontechnical terms with
technical meanings. Syntactic features include: heavy use of passive form,

)1-tiiitt ion presented in the form of cause-effect. extensive causal chaining: and

u- of anaphora. Semantic features include: the absence of narrative voice,
asoidanceof Figurative language and humor. and 'Taring use Of examples and
explanations. Logical features include: switching the reader from prose to
numerical and no nnumerieal symbolism, and the discourse being essentially a- (

written. rather than verbal, language. O

Fslei. & King. M. leaching reading through science experience stories. School

Science and Mathematics, 1979, 76, 203-206.
Using Manipulative and observational science activities as a stimulus,

science experenec stories were developed and used inreading and language arts
programs with remedial junior high students. The step-by-step procedure is
described in a practical and detailed manner.

Furukawa. J. N1 . 4 cognitive processing capacity model of teaching and studying applied

ne lhology. Paper presented at the Annual Convention of the International
Reading Association, St, Louis. May 1980. (Eo 188 159)

Reports on the cognitive processing capacity model of teaching and
studying used to determine whether tenth grade students could improve their
p%)ormance in biology. The twenty-seven students in the experimental group
were taught to study information in quantities that matched their cry and to
chunk these quantities together under a licadingin a study outline or diagram. In
teaching. the same process was used by the teacher of the experimental group.
-1.he control group, another biology class of twenty-seven students, continued to
be taught ,as they had been in the past. After completion of two units of biology,
the performances of the experimental group were superior to those of the control

group.

Georgia State Department of Education. 'A reading program for the 70s: Science, 1976.

(En 132 512)
Offers a detaded guide citing expert' opinion andrcsearch in relation to

\_science. Specific activities at the elementary, middle, and secondary school levels

arc discussed in terms of reading skills involved and the science ;processes

stressed. ,

Holliday. WG., & Braun. C.- Readability of science materials. Viewpoints in Teaching

and Learning, 1979. 55, 55-56.
Describes: 1) readability: methods used in science education: 2) techniques

useful for facilitating reading comprehension; and 3) research concerned with.,

reducing readability load by using different content structures and recognizing

relationships between the structure of textual content and memory.

Johnson. LN. Guides for leaching secondary students to read insubject areas, 1980. (En

195 971)
Provides help for secondary teachers with content area reading

instruction. Two pages are specific to science and include: a list of-major skills:
information on preparing and administering a directed reading activity; ,a
glossary to explain technical terms for the teachers; and appendices containing
instructions on preparing mcloze or maze assessment, a structured overview.

writing patterns, and mapping techniques.
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Kaplan, & I uchinan. A.- Vocabulary strategies belong in the hands of learners.
Journal of Reading, 1980. 24, 32-34.

Describes five strategies that foster independent learning ol \content area
vocabulary: I) prior to the reading, students read titles and headingsf o anticipate
new words t hey may encounter in the reading; 2) the teacher presents\ key concept
words to the class and elicits synonyms; 3) key vocabulary concept words are
listed on the hoard; the students then have two minutes to write as many
synonyms as they can that relate to the content area; 4) the students'predict the
meanings of the words through context: and 5) students construct a matrix in
which words of multiple meanings are written: they predict what the definitions
will he prior to reading and check their predictions afterward.

i(arahalios. S.M. Using advance organizer!: to improve comprehension o1 content
textbooks. Journal of Reading, 1979. 22. 706-708.

Defines an advance organizer as a written aid to supplement in an
explanatory manner the reading and studying-of the text. In this article. seventh
graders who read a chapter.in a science text using a written handout explaining
major concepts performed better on posttests than the group without the
handout: Implications for further research arc suggested.

Kcimig, R.T. S.vslem /Or imegraling reading into content areas (sittuA): An earth science
application. Paper presented at the Annual Convention of the International
Reading Association, Anaheim, California, May 1976. (En 122 214)

Examines a system for integrating reading into the earth science
curriculum. It is concluded that student, parent. and teacher reactions to SIRCA
has(' been positive.

Kennedy. K. Determining the reading level of biology textbooks. American Biologi
liacher. 1979. 41. 301-303.

Describes use of the Fry Readability Scale in detail.

K ruse, is . NI.: comparative study the (Vert iveness ofjOrmal and informal teaching in
science. math. and .sPciat studies. 1979. (En 183 394)

Discusses the effectiseness of an instructional program in reading and
language development in the content areas of science social studies, and
mathematics in grade two. An experimental group received formally prepared
lessons in reading for twenty minutes per day for five weeks each in science, social
studies, and mathematics, while the control group did not receive formal!:
prepared lessons. The researcher concluded that formal and informal teachinL,
were equally successful.

Lamb. W.G. Ask a higher-level question; get a higher-level answer. Science Teacher,
I97(., 43. 22-23.

Discusses the need for stressing high-level types of questions to improve
comprehension. Extensive references are provided for further reading.

Leonard, W.I1., & Lowery, L.F. A criterion for biology textbook selection. American
Biology leacher. 1976, 38, 477-479.

Suggests that the style of question presentation should be an issue
addressed by those interested in biology textbook selection since it has a
considerable effect upon comprehension. An .i.nstrument it described: the
Textbook Questioning Strategy Assessment Instrument (rosm) which cate-
gorizes questions within the text by 1) frequency, 2) experience. 3) type, and 4)
science process. Directions for using the -tom are included.

6
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I ex. I Henry, 1 I rkz owscx . R.I . Eighth graders' performance in reading and
computing for science related word problems. Journal of Reading, 1979, 23, 222-8

Describes a stady which hypothesizes that general reading ability,
problem-solving reading and thinking skills, and computational skills are related
positively to performance in science-related word problems. A math test and
word problem test, both specific to science, were administered to two eighth
grade classes. The tests included I) literal comprehension questions, 2)

specialized vocabulary questions, 3) recognition of the task to be completed, 4)
selection of appropriate solutions, and 5) the actual solution to the problem.

Results suggest that the students were able to compute reasonably well,
did understand the literal facts and special vocabulhry, and were able to
recognize the task to he completed. However, nearly one-third did not choose the
appropriate process to solve the problem and an additional seventeen percent did
not make an attempt to solve the problem. Implications suggest that students
operate ineffeetixel) when analyzing relationships. The authors encourage all
content teachers to share in the responsibility for guiding growth of specific
reading thinking skills essential to success in specific content materials, Some
suggestions are given.

I ow ery. L.F., & Leonard. W.H. Development and method for use of an instrument
designed to assess textbook questioning style. School Science and Mathematics.
1978. 78, 393-400.

Suggests that the types, styles, and effectiveness of questions in science
texts should he examined prior to selecting an appropriate textbook for
classroom use. Suggestions for using the Textbook Questioning Strategy
Assessment 1 nst ru merit ( IQSAf) are included.

!xi a Iwo. Al V. Three- universal" strategies in content area reading and languaging1 Journal
of heading. 1980, 24,. 146-149.

Suggests th ree\ strategies to help students understand concepts in content
area reading: I) using an oral reading strategy: 2) using the key concept, key
terminology, and 'key question tc, r strategy, :A 3) using the question only

strategy.

Miceli. C. Developing a useful model .or teachingvocabulary concepts in science. Science
Teacher, 1975, 42. 21.

Reports that several junior high school teachers combined efforts and
incorporated science vocabulary into their respective content areas. Games were
revised and experimental booklets were prepared. The teachers found that
retention scores were higher for those students who participated in the

experimental program.

Middleton, J.R. .Signifiewil relationships among Louisiana secondary public school
biologs chi vses: Readabi/M of biology ic)ilbooksi general reading ability. and
natural science reading ability. Doctoral dissertation, Northwestern State

I iris et-sit y of Louisiana. 1978. Dissertation Absitracts International. 1978, 39,
11.1) 167 9741

Investigates the possibility of predicting one of the follow;^t/ variables:
the readability of biology textbooks, students natural scierr.-,.

g
ability,

and students' general reading ability, when only two of the., ...;eknowrt
Several conclusions were significant. one being that the Fe trility'Graph
accurritely predicted the readability levels pi. the biology textbooks.
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NI 0, /Amin, 1,1,/nor unt reinlint: e.Ormial litr learning in .veven-comenr
area, ar roAtelententary level+, 1980. (Fo 185 536)

Reports on a questionnaire designed to give content area teachers an
opportunity to review thirty-five reading/ learning skills that are necessary for
vocahulary development, the comprehension of written materials, and the

efficient use of study time. Over four hundred secondary teachers in seven

content areas were asked to indicate the relevant. f each skill for learning their
subject matter and their expectations of a students ability with that skill. Of the
thirty-five skills, the following were identified as necessary for learning in the

area of science:
Word attack and vocabulary skills: Identifying at sight frequently used

words: using clues from/die sentence to determine the meaning of an unfamiliar
word: using roots, prefixes, and suffixes to determine the meaning of an
unfamiliar word; and seeking appropriate meanings for technical words and

ph rases.
' Comprehension Skills: Questioning the relevance of information to a

topic, and making use of transitional words. phrases and clauses as bridges to

jot n
Study skills: Adjusting rate to the purpose for reading: using basic

references as needed: formulating questions relevant to the purpose for reading:

skimming material for overview; utilising sources to locate materials:
nag proper documentation of ideas by author: following directions:

damning time.

Sr mdahility: Some cautions for the content area teacher. Journal of Reading,

21,6204+25.
Suggests other factors to consider besides common readability formulas

%%hen judging readability of content texts: levels of ahstractioN, complexity of

concepts. figurative language, multiple meanings of technical and scientific
vocahulary, and variation in format, to name a few.

Perry. C.51. Questions. American Biology Teacher. 1979, 41, 360-362.
Discusses good questioning techniques for classroom teachers: wait-time

after asking questions is elncouraged to allow for more comprehensive answers:
teachers are encouraged trJ monitor their own question-asking behavior: and the

asking of higher-level questions versus recall-type questions is discussed. .

Putnam, I.. R. Sk t/A am/ rechniques rise/ti/ in developing reading ahilifier scianw, 1979.

(H) 184 089)
Lorporates methods primarily associated with teaching reading as an

isolated suhject. Recommendations include: determining the student's reading
instructional level, matching text material to that level, developing vocabulary
through context clues and Latin and Greek roots, and developing main ideas

through study outlines.

Ricker, K .S Hut can they read if! a look at readahility formulas. Science Thacher, 197K.

4i. 22-24.
Recognises seseral formulas used to assess readability ((=ry, FOG, SMOG),

with most dealing ohjeetively with the text. However, suggests other factors to he
considered when choosing which formula to apply: the text's use, the student's

familiarity with the text, vocahulary presentation. writing style, glossing
techniques, and the need for teacher adjustment.

Shuman. H.R. Teaching teachers to teach reading in secondary school content classes.

Journal of Reading. 197K. 22, 205-211.
Offers useful and prictial ideas for all subjects. Recommends use of

.alphabeti/ing, don: procedure to determine readahility, a group approach to
untangle sentence structure. glossing skills, and teaching techniques fur special

vOeahulary.
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Sli) tnansky, J.A., & Yiite, I. Asse,siiig and wing readability of elementary science

texts. Schoo/ Science and italltematics. 1979, 77, 670-676.
Describes readability methods for science texts and their variability.

leacher strategies to overcome difficulties with text readability /arc alsu
discussed,

I e xas Education Agency. Strategies fur improving reading skills in science.'1981. (ED 200

955)
Designed particularly with secondary school teachers in mind but

applicable to elementary school teachers as well, this publiclition summaraes
a.di and suggests activities for improving student reading skills in the

conti..t area of science. Seetious of the publication provide the following
information: ho v to determine student reading levels with the use of informal
reading inventories, doze procedures, and the San Diego Quick Assessment;
ways to estimate the reading levels of instructional materials: tips on improving
student reading skills; tips on effective note-taking; strategies for test taking,
both objective and essay: and questioning techniques that teachers can use to
improve student comprehension.

-Thelen. J. Improving reading in science. Newark, Delaware: International Reading
sociation. 1976. (ED.116 181)

Suggests that science content and ,reading processes may he taught
..imultaricously in the classroom. Six chapters detail and develop this idea. Two
appendices include an informal study skills inventory on a physical science
textbook and an extensive statement to students about learning to think.

Van Dwell, A. E Improving basic skills in the modified science classroom. American
Ihology Teacher. 1979, 41, 471,474.

Describes useful technique's for improving the reading andxriting,stilis
of poor readers: use of the doze procedure for text-selectintfjeaching students
boss' to survey the text, allowing student participation -in currieular_d_ecision-
nilkmg. encouraging group discussion, and use of positive reinforcement

through contracting.

Warren, R.A. Helping poor readers in secondary science. Science Teacher, 1975, 42,55.
Descnoes the preparation of audio materials for poor readers. The

directions...it extremely detailed and practical.

Wright, ID. The effect of reduced readability text material on comprehension and
biology achievement, Doctoral dissertation, University of North Carolina at
Chapel )fill. 1980. .Dissertation Abstracts international. 1980. 41. (ED 197 313)

Investigates the effect on high school students' comprehension and
biology achievement of using materials written at a lower readability than that of
the assigned biology text. fhe results were not significant.

Wright, & El ounshell, P.B. Enhance reading through science. Science Teacher,

1978. 45, 34-36.
Discusses many areas of readingand science: material selection, diagnosis

of reading skills, reading skill development, and instructional planning.

Yore, & Quinn. K. improving the reading of visual materials in intermediate and
itmior secondary school science, 1977. (ED 157 004)

Suggests that in helping students to read materials in intermediate level
science classes, teachers should first motivate them to' read and should set a
purpo'se and a focus for their reading, A postreading discussion should follow
each reading task, in order to help students share, integrate, and apply insights
obtained from the written materials. Reading-science materials invc!ves such
tasks as; making measurements; reading graphs, maps, blueprints, star charts,
diagrams, mid pictures: and decoding statements. Each of these tasks requires
specific skills, and instructional techniques may he devised to help students
develop these skills.
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ading in the
Cc'itent :.sea of Social Mcidies

l'hilip Berryhill
Hahl Eagle Area School District
tt Thgute, Pennsylvania-7

Overview
Literature focusing on the application of reading instruction in the
social studies consistently identifies the need for an integrated approach
between the two areas. The teacher not only must be concerned with
what content is to be learned but how and what techniques are necessary

in helping the students learn the content.
Mahoney (1977) suggests that most social studies teachers

emphasize their responsibility as one of content. "The content comes
first with the reading skills subordinate to the nature of the content. In
practice, that means that reading is taught if there is time" (p. ,2).
Traditionally, reading instruction has been isolated as a subject to be

taught by the classroom teacher or reading specialist. One problem
Levy (1978) notes is that "remedial and developmental aspects of
reading have been taught in isolation, with a sublime faith that skills will
automatically be applied to reading tasks in all disciplines" to the
exclusion of systematic reading instruction in the 'content areas (p. 18).

Reading instruction in the social studies classroom is often
overlooked or avoided for a variety of reasons. "Often, teachers assume
that student:, understand a concept if they can simply read the words in

a textbook or use the term in a discussion" (Otero & Moeller, 1977, p.
43). Otero and Moeller further state that some terms may be easy to
decode in context, but additional skills are necessary in understanding
the concepts and how thvy apply to other similar issues. Teachers who
do not have a background in the skill areas related to the reading
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proucss may have .difficulty in properly diagnosing students' under-
standing ol cool ent material.

Vari,ms researchers identify reading as the most important skill

necessary for mastering social studies content. Cassidy (197K) states,
"student success in social studies is solidly based on the ability to read to
obtain information. Despite this, time is rarely devoted to the actual
teaching of reading within the block of time allocated for social studies"

(p. 62): Frulyn Jones. as cited in "A Reading Program for the 70s"

(Georgia State Department of Education, 1975), identifies reading as

the single most important information-gathering skill in the area of
social studies in spite of the tremendous growth of instructional aids.
Davis (1975) indicates that often it is the student's read ingability hich

serves as the critical factor in determining a student's success or failure

in school. Kerber (19X0) regards "the importance of reading as
paramount in the social studies: it is the vehicle through which events

and concepts come alive" (p. 13).
leachers in secondary level social science classes have an

obligation to meet the needs of pupils,ineludinga wide range of reading
abilities. Reading becomes more important as a learning medium at the

secondary level. Instructional focus needs to he directed toward the
reading demands of the course in relation to the student's abilities to

cope with those demands. 1)ea (197K) provides an estimate by Everhart
and Lloyd that over 75 percent of learning at the secondary level is

acquired through reading, though very little instruction is given to
reinforce basic reading skills. Pea suggests that priorities shift from
learning to read in the elementary school to reading to learn in the
secondary school. For the disabled reader, the problem becomes
increasingly complex due to the progressively more difficult course

content.
Davis (1975) cites Aukerman, who suggests that:

11 is sate to estimate that within a ti odd history class at the tenth-grade level, in a

class where 1Qs often range I rum to 140, and where the average age is lb, there

«all 6mb:till!, he eight grade levels of reading ability represented in that class. The
teacher is conlronted with the challenge of teaching these students (Men with
only one textbook and a Minted amount of reference material. I bus. since most

learning in the secondary sefiool history classroom is through the use of
text books, reading skills become t he "common denominator" of learning in such
classrooms (p. 3).

The student needs to develop the readingskills which will enable

hint to read with understanding the content that is -presented in the
social studies classroom. In addition, the student is usually required to

apply those reading skills outside of the classroom when working

7
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independently. Social studies teachers with a limited background in
reading require ideas, techniques, and approaches in an attempt to
provide functional reading skill instruction for those students.

Research

Many of the activities in social studies classrooms require
students to read and locate main ideas and supporting details.
Traditionally, the main idea is thought to be located in the topic
.sentence at the beginning of a paragraph. Donlan (1980) found that "a
recent study of topic sentences in expository prose showed that only 13
percent of the paragraphs of contemporary writers began with topic
sentences" (p. I/36). Donlan conducted a study involving exercises in
locating the4main idea in social studies texts with 22 students in his
secondary reading class. He found that students generally identified the
first sentence in the paragraph as the main idea a ndihere was a general
lack of agicement between students as to what the main idea was.
Donlan questions, "If teachers find it difficult to locate the main ideas,
what aboUt the studentsr (p. 136).

Kirkwood and Wolfe (1980) conducted a study involving the
close test in the areas of language arts and social studies. There were
four school districts, including 7,201 students in grades four, seven, and
ten, involved in the study. The reading passages were found to be too.
difficult, especially for students with reading difficulties in the lower
grades. Few appropriate materials were found and social studies
materials were found to be more difficult than language arts materials.

Rakes and McWilliams (1979) selected 300 subjects at the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade levels in two school districts to
participate in a study involving doze tests and group reading ,
inventories in the area of social studies, The study findings suggest,
"properly constructed and administered doze tests group reading
inventories in social studies can be used to accurately place readers in
placement level ditegories, particularly between frustration and
instructional/independent levels" (p. 13). In considering the reading.,
ability requirements of textbooks, teachers should use informal types of
reading assessment in addition to standardized test results. .

Diem (1980) carried out a study in one Texas school district with
secondary social studies teachers to determine the inadequacies in
students' reading performance in t1s,- area of social studies. The teachers
identified the students' inability to handle textbooks and supplementary
material as the most serious weakness. Teachers admitted they did not
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the prepal ation to solve the problems, yet they agreed that content

mastery in social studies was dependent on the student's ability to
oinprehend the material.

The most common source of learning match., a the social
studies classroom is the textbook. The readability of social studies
textbooks is generally at or above grade level.Lonstrum.and Taylor
(19781 suggest using the smoG readability formula for social studies
textbooks. particularly when independent reading is required of the
students (p. 16).

The reading gap is a comparison between the readability level of
the textbook and the student's reading ability. When a large gap exists

k:tween the student's ability and the level of the reading content, the
teacher should consider alternatives to instruction iAcluding a multitext
approach (Mahoney. 1977. p. 5),

Blake (1975) suggests that the specific skills required for reading

social studies material include,:
I. Speciali/ed technical vocahulary development
2. Comprehension skills: besides the more general comprehension,such as

distinguishing between min ideas and details and drawing conclusions, the
tolliming are peculiar to social studies.

a. cause and cited pattern
h. comparison and contrast pattern
c. sequential events pattern
d. tact s. Opinion pattern
e. graphic pattern

3 Study skills:
a. developing purpose tor reading.,
h. using the teNthook table of contents. index, glossary
e. organising information listening
d. note taking
c. developing flexibility in reading rate"- skimming and scanning (p. 7)

Cassidy (1978) and others identify a similar list of skills whichapply to
social studies content. Blake (1975) lists three strategies fordeveloping
vocabulary in social studies including context, structure, and game -like
activities. Contnrehension of social studies content requires all of the
comprehension levels outlined in Barrett's Taxonomy of Reading
Comprehension and is dependent on the students' understanding and
application of. concepts and relationships presented. Study skills
provide the student with a method of attacking reading assignments

with a specific purpose.

J
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Blake (1975) identilies the reading of maps, graphs, and charts as
the most specialized type of reading in the social studies due to the
decoding and symbol interpretationequireraents. Otero and Moeller
( i977) advise that map, chart, and graph skills must be learned and
student comprehension conies from experiencing and understanding
the process of decoding the graphic symbols,

Reading and study skills in the area of social studies include
many of the.general skills ,required for reading in all areas, but also sonw
specialized skills. Mastery of technical vocabulary and the interpretation
of relationships and concepts are of primary importance in social
studies (Georgia State Department of Education, 1975).

Otero and Moeller (1977) contend that in social studies classes
suidents come into contact with many tcrms and concepts which have
little meaning because they are not relevant to their background of
experiences. The teacher must give t e students prereading background
instruction before holding the student. responsible for what they are to
read. I helen (1979) points out that "i students have nothing in their
prior ex periences that is relevant to new material to be read they often
attempt to memorize it" (p, 4). Social studies teachers can help to bridge
the gap between reading materials and students' backgrounds by
providing a variety of material which can be used to illustrate and
clarify the terms and concepts presented. The mastery and understanding
of terms and concepts in social studies is very important in that students
are required to make decisions based on those concepts. For many
students, understanding concepts is difficult because they cannot see or
relate to the situations where the concepts apply.

In selecting materials and content areas to be studied by the
students, teachers should investigate theconcept density, sophistication
level, vocabulary, ethnic background. historical aspects. geographical
relevancy, and available supplementary materials (New York State
Education Department. 1975).

Singer and Donlan ( 1980) identify four levels of knowledge in
social studies content: facts. concepts. generalizations, and theories.
Further. "all higher learning in social studies is based on factual
knowledge....Factual learning by itself has limited value. Facts have to
be organized into some type of logical framework" (P. 288). Teaching to
provide such a logical framework is necessary in social studies.

Strategies

Otero and Moeller (1977)- propose that,"teachers must first
identify the abilities of their students and then eh6ose activities that will
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help students increase their skills at reading and thinking" (p. 10).
Initially, in attempting to identify read Mg abilities and integrate reading
instruction into the social studies program, Mahoney (1977) suggests
using observation, informal testing, and standardized tests to develop a
base of information about the various students' reading abilities.
Mahoney adds that developing a base of information is essential for
teachers to make "a conscientious effort to help their students improve
reading skills," not only in social studies, but in all content areas (p. 3).

In the evaluation of the Salt Lake City Inserviee Model (Granite
School District, 1975). the conclusions reflect that instructors often
assume their students possess the necessary reading skills before they

conic into their classroom and therefore gear their instruction and
assignments accordingly. "This could very easily build failure into a
student. A few simple surveys, and then sonic knowledge on how to use

a% tillable content to develop skills could greatly benefit the education of

potential failing students" (p. 80).
When developing a base of information for predicting students'

reading ability in the social sciences, teachers may choose Group
Reading -In% cntorics, doze tests, content inventories, maze tests, and

other informal assessment as supplemental diagnostic instruments.
I eaehers can use the information obtained through informal
assessment for grouping and providing instruction to meet individual
needs. Barone and Agostino (1979) indicate that standardized test
results usually have little instructional value,

Content Inventories and Group Reading Inventories are used by

teachers to determine the students' ability to read and function with
different areas of the textbook. They provide immediate feedback to the

teacher indicating the students' ability to use that specific text in
learning content material.

Otero and Moeller (1977) identify-the doze procedure as a
"useful method fpr both the teacher and student in determining to what
degree the reader comprehends what is read" (p. 16). Further, Lunstrum
and Taylor (1978) relate Feely's recommendation to delete every
seventh tvl.rd rather than every fifth word when the doze is applied to
social stud:es content, Lunstrum and Taylor compare the maze
technique to the doze procedure, where the deletion of words occurs as
often as every fifth word or as rarely as every tenth word. The maze test

differs from the doze in that a multiple choice format is utilized. The
maze procedure perhaps causes less apprehension for poor readers and
younger children due to the multiple choice response option (Lunstrum
& Taylor, .1978, pp. 18 -19).

K rat/ ner and Mannies (1979) explain that not all pupils have the

same interest or learn at the same rate: therefore, the wider the range of
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learning options teachers provide for students, the more likely that each
student will learn. A wide range of reading abilities can be

accommodated when students have the option of more than one
textbook. TeaChing library skills helps students use supplementary
resource materials that in turn help meet the needs of the wide range of
reading abilities within a chjssroom.

Anderson (1978) provides students with frequent activity in
sustained silent reading in the social studies class. Anderson reflects that
the teacher and student must view comprehension during the silent
reading activity as a scrips of judgments about the worth of ideas and
not remembering and repeating all of the facts in the ittontent read.

Lunstrum and Taylor (1978) suggest a content-centered or
functional approach to reading instruction where reading skills are
"developed as they are needed in the teaching and learning processes of
specific social studies courses" (p. 1 I). A disadvantage of this approach

. is that it does not address the reading needs of problem readers in the
social studies classes.

Davis (1975) reviews a study involving 64 teachers from 14
school districts, who identify the most effective approaches for teaching
reading in social studies as follows:

I. Heir, students learn the special vocabulary in history and the technical
terminology. Explain new words and concepts introduced in new chapters.

2. Be very specific when making assignments. Give students instruction in how
to find and use reference material needed to complete assignments.

3. Teach students how to read for main ideas, supporting details, different
points of view and idhtifying causes.

4. Teach students how to use a textbook effectively. Provide knowledge of and
practice in using the different parts of the book.

5. Give students specific. purposes for reading assignments. Help students
acquire skills in locating. using, and evaluating information for specific
purposes. (p. I /)

M ore recently, Gaskins (1981) identified eight areas to be
included in the content lesson:

I. The teachei develops both content and process objectives.
2. The teacher determines which vocabulary terms support or represent major

concepts and how they should he introduced.
3. The teacher plans a motivation discussion designed to act ivate studcnts'prior

(background) knowledge and supply them with further information.
4. The teacher directs the students in surveying the material and making

predictilinc about what it contains.
5. The teacher guides the students, through questioning techniques, in setting

purposes for their reading.
b. The teacher designs a study guide to help students throughguidedreuding of

content material.
7. The teacher provides meaningful opportunities every day for students to

synthesi:e and reorganize the important information and concepts they are
learning.

8. The teacher develops a plan for helping the students relate the content and
concepts studied to the world in which t hey live.
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This is an outline very much like a Directed Reading Activity, but
applies to a reading selection from a content lesson.

Conclusion
Reading skill deficiences are commonly identified as the major

obstacle to students' understanding and mastering social studies
content. "The student who has a definite purpose for reading a selection
will read it with greater understanding than if he has no other direction
than a command to get the job done" (Georgia State Department of
Education, 1975, p. 8). Unfortunately, many pupils do not possess the
reading skills to read the required materials.

The teacher must be aware of the students' abilities and adjust
instruction and assignments accordingly. Textbook readabilities, group
reading inventories, content inventories, clone tests, maze tests, and
standardized tests all provide diagnostic information for the teacher.
File results obtained from these analytical instruments mtit be

interpreted and used by the teacher in the development of instruction
consistent with the needs of individuals and groups of stude is.

Kerber (1980) advocates the use of social studies trade b s and
indicates that one way of keeping up with new trade books in social
studies is by sending for the annual list "Notable Children's 7'i-it &

Books in the Field of zial Studies," from the Children's Book
Council, 67 Irving Place, New York, New York 10003. The trade books
may he used as a supplement and means of motivation in the regular
social studies program.

Barone and Agostino (1979) believe indiscriminate"cookbook"
approaches to improving reading in social studies may have undesirable
side effects. Teachers will be reluctant to spend instructional time on
reading techniques where immediate results are not evident. Students
will learn that the activitiev bear little relationship to the real world of
social studies unless the teacher helps them develop that relationship.
Barone and Agostino Make three suggestions for successfully
incorporating reading skills into the social studies classroom.

I. Ask "What reading abilities and attitudes do my students possess?"

2. Ask "What reading demands are required by the textbooks and materials

used ?"
3. Ask "Now can make the appropriate 'instructional match' linking a

student's reading skills and attitudes with the appropriate materials and

tneda'" (p. 4)

Social studies teachers may resist the idea if.teaching reading
skills as an integrated approach to content instruction because they are
not familiar with reading methods. Reading personnel can help the
content teacher develop an understanding of the feasibility and value of

\2_
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,addressing reading ,skill development in the social studies classroom.
Pei haps only a few skills should be introduced( periodically/in an
attempt to avoid overwhelming the content teacher.

The social studies teacher who realizes the need for reading skill
emphasis should be provided with guidance,-and batAground
information, including practical suggestions and-approaches which can
be implemented in the classroom. It eadibg personnel in a school system
should serve as resource persons in providing suggestions and structure
for reading skill application in the social studies and other content area
classrooms; Reading specialists may provide students with follow up
activities which complement and reinforce the skill areas required for
functioning in social studies.

Teaclier attituue toward reading instruction in the content area
can have a major effect on the success of reading skill application. An
initial concern in developing content area reading instruction must be
developing positive teacher attitudes toward implementation of the
program. Teachers need to feel comfortable with the skills they are
teaching before they accept the responsibility for implementing
unfamiliar techniques. When teachers have a weak background in the
area of reading, they will need step-by-s ep guidance in dealing with
reading skill instruction in their conten subjects. Teachers will have
different levels of readiness in acceptin reading skill development as
a method of improving the learning ills of students in the content
classroom.

Just as teachers provide fog- students' indiVidual differences,
content reading emphasis must t.4.7 prepared to provide for teachers'
individual differences. Factors eluding motivation, understanding,
experiential background, attic des, skills, and readiness apply to
content teachers as well as to the effectiveness of instruction in the
content classroom.

Teachers need to be aware that reading skill emphasis in the
content area can make a difference in providing students with an
opportunity to learn content. Teacher also must have a positive attitude
toward integrating reading instruction as a supplement content
instruction. To be effective, -teachers need to have a commitment to
making content reading instruction a consistent part of their program.
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AnnOtated Bibliography for
Reading in Social Studies

Anderson, et al..leremiah Burice high school multicultural, multiethnic reading
ikilh curriculum guide. Portsmouth. Jew Hampshire: New England Teachers
Corps Network, 1978. (En 185 5211

Draws materials from a v,riety of sources to help teachers. develop
i.,...ent reading skills while indirectly expotiing students to the customs,

x, Ind histories 01 various "thnic groups and cultures. Activities ore
sugge,.... :h..: a tf eadine. skills ineludingreal life and newspaper read.,,g
skills.

Barone. WT.. & Agostino. V.R. Reading f'ompeti,n. e in sociu.'..tt::Ees, 1979. (En 186329)
Suggests that reading instruction is incorporated as a natural part

01 the social studies curriculum hecause (tithe emph is whim is being placed on
basic skills. Social studies teachers a.re encouraged ti t_tvelop systema1ie and
deliherate approach to ..reading instruction in their classrooms, paper
suggests that the total ehiss is first tested at the macro level ut,ing, the doze
technique. For students who demonstrate an acceptable level, testing is ended.
Students not screened out at this -level are tested using other diagnostic
techniques, including Content Reading Inventories in Social Studies. -I he feeling
is that many standardized tests have little instructional value.

B.K. leaching hasies in social studies. Social Education, 1977. 4/. 96-104.
Suggests techniques for integrating reading activities into the

studies lesson on a regular hasis.
--

Blake, S. Teaching reading skills through social studies and science materials. Brooklyn:
New York City Board of Education, Division of ligh-Schools, 1975. (to 123
564)

Attempts to assist the reading teacher toward a fuller understandin of
the processes and procedures applicahle to the teaching of reading using social

. studies and science materials. The manual provides anovervieN2-11-si-of teaching
techniques for the various reading skills.and model lessons.

Cassidy, .1. Putting the "first r" in social studies. Teacher,--19 95. 62-64.
States that success in social studies is axed on student ahility to read to

ohtain information. In Project CAKE. social studies activities are generally keyed
to reinforce specific ohjectives.in-five areas: vocabulary, maplgraph skills,
recognizing propaganda, previewing, and study skills:

Cornblet h. C. sing questions in social studies. Arlington. Virginia; National Council for
the `social Studies. 1977.

1 .4nts out that questions help to determine how and what students learn
Social studies questions are divided into six types: personal helicf/ex perience
memory, comprehension, creative expiession. judgment. and followu
Questioning strategies of each type are explained in detail.

Davis, E.D. Selected secondary Sehool history teachers' suggest ions for teaching t:tket -

4. the special reading skills needed in she study of history, Southern Methodist
University. 1975. (en 120 680)

Suggests that in order to help students master special skills needed for\

effective reading. the teacher must he aware of the students' skill ahilities and
needs. Sixty-four experienced history teachers, trained in the teaching of
reading. suggest effective methods for other teachers in the social studies area to
consider.

8 9'
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Dea, W.A the t-e/atiombrit, bet eery vocabulary recognition and higher chapter test
,core, rn l'ntred State% history classes, Master's thesis. Whittier College, 1978.
thn 159 595)

In the study. in,striiction varied between use and nonuse of voca:)ulary
recognition rnaterials'for different ei;:ficult words to study the possible effe,t of
such materials pirtest scores. The study's eoncluSion t hat vocabulary recognition
kips to impro%e content reading implies that teachers should in% estigate the
reading levels of students and the textbook. followed by attempts to reconcile
reading le% el differences through an emphasis on the difficult ..ocabulary within
the text.

Diem, R.A. An analysis of a stall' development 'Alining program in reading and social
,tudies. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, 1980. (FD 182 221)

Describes a three year staff development program in reading and social
studies in San Antonio. Texas. Teachers felt their students could not master
social studies materials because they could not read them. To attack this
problem, a staff development program that would train teachers in functional
reading skills was devised and implemented Results of the project indicated: 1)
t hat student performance in functional reading skills can he increased by training
teachers in these skills: 2) a developmental model of inservice training provides a
successful design in which teachers can work: and 3) .ntensive content
methodology instruction is needed beyond th:: basic preservice courses now in
effect.

pidgin, A B How to match reading material,. to student reading levels: Fry's graph and
the diagnostic survey. Social Studio. ',;75, 66, 249-452.

Advises social studies teachers to nesensitive to the variability in students'
reading abilities. I he Fry Graph and iliagnostic survey are suggested as basic
instruments in identifying the readability levels of materials and individual
students' reading levels.

Donlan, 0. locating main ideas in history textbooks. Journal of Reading. 1980, 24.135-
)40.

Traditionally main ideas are consicleral to be included in the topic
sentence which usually is thought to he located at the beginning oft he paragraph.
Donlan states that the main idea can appear anywhere in a paragraph and
perhaps may not appear at all. Before teachers can help students locate t he main
ideas they need to know what the main ideas are themselves. locating t he main
idea through critical reading can be a difficult task for teachers as well as
students.

Duseher, R. II ow to help social science students read better. Social Sruc/ies, 1975, 66,258-
261.

The integration of reading instruction into social studies can aid students
in using class material more effectively. The effective social studies teacher will
likely he confronted with the task of providing for individual students'
differences in reading abilities.

Feely, 1. M., Jr. flow to match reading materials to student reading levels: II. The doze
and the maze. Social Studies. 1975, 66. 252-258.

The doze and maze techniques are relatively easy to administer and score
and may be used to match reading levels of materials and students. Seven
characteristics 'are utilized in a comparison between t he clone and maze
techniques.

Gask ins, I.W. Reading for learning: Going beyond bawls in the elementary grades.
Reading Teacher, 1981, 35, 323-328.

Students need teacher guidance in reading content material. Social
4tudies often creates special diffict.ities for students due to unfamiliar matters,
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1.1,11.111 : rLICC, III addition to the h gh concept density of the
materials I II, article unlades eight areas to conyder :n the planning of a
content lession

(ie rgia St. it e Department ,t Education-1 reading nwram for rite 70.v: Social studies
Atlanta, l:oorgia: Division of Curriculum Development, 1975 (ED

Its 4.-
iilrn a plan to help soc; al studies teacher; des clop the competencies they

ss ill heed 1,, student. co rcad social studies materials in kindergarten
;mono A .nut .ind suggested evaluation techniques
illustt,ire the use o: tnatu, Lae:. ra?. at varied reading feeds. Classroom
ory.,wationa I patterns Om, :11 help the teacher to individualise instruction are
....e.ted Several useful for determining student reading levels and
!::,1,1hilas levels of so.. materials are presented.

( la n tie 11,..tt let. .011.1! rdbetidirtart inservice model/in- teaching reading in rite
et, areas. Gro,:, 7-9 Salt Ike ('ity, halt. 1975. (Et) 122 223)

lkscrihr, Jeveloproeirr .rt integt..iii:-.1 approach to teaching content

re,;.ing I his document contains a copy of the inservice model,
in . ..alnat of t' .- project, and copies iii t he materials developed for use in each

sp, tie skill area.

II u , i diner P.e.iiiing inventory for secondary sehool social studies
tcailicis, floss. do y.1.1 Ednon ton. 1980. 44. 14-20.

Pfe,.:nts a 5-1-item ritory ssith answer key and ratingscale for
set-mid., is school social ',italics teicher,.

hdoe,w. it.1 . Artlidn. I ii .intl social studies. /?ading.
/ .. //cf. 197 "...7.st.4.-s.

tgests t 'tat reLdandity formulas produce varied results; therefore,
mole 0. ,t one re:1(1;1 hiFty formula sh,i1; he used when determining the
readahu:H. of t.7xt hooks. Readabi'My foonulas applied to social studies

is pieai;:shovs. t hose tctithooks are written on or above grade level
c,,ates ..tilts for t he slow of loss. achieving child.

he! hci I I tremor,'. t'itnWren' Incrar:ire. nuo Council. 1mm:it ional Reading
1980 1, 192 20s;

on the use of children's literature in al! areas of the curriculum.
)t , ching, lit .etc social *tudie. and of las teaching methods that stimulate

chi/e, t/. akneg about historical and current events.

K stood 1: .1 , Wolf e, R.(;. .'far,, how Pinions and reading materials: A e/o:e
pro. ecbi, 'hod /or a\st,,i.ig the reading abilily of sludenrs and rhe
re,,iohda, rex-runt material, i orinto: Ontario Ministry of Education, 1980.

o 195
lu.olseslhi use of op,:n-ended eloic testing to establish a criterion for the

0 Hit s content readiny.:),i,....ges for students in grades four, seven, and ten in

h. ,lea of stud ics Pssage.. were selected !rum hooks, novels. and
ho, requited in the courses Most reading passages were too difficult for

110s1 ot the stud,:nt,,, especially students at the lower end of the reading ability
scale In t he tosser grades, there were few appropriate materials for the students'
reading a hilt ;' .

river, k . t4 `.1 mimes. N Building responsibility and reading skills in the social
s odic. classroom .harrnal (I" Reading, 1979, 22. 502-505.!

Points out that pupils differ from one anot her in many ways and themore
learning options a teacher provides for a class, the more likely that each pupil will

learn program including four phases diagnosis, instruction. practice, and
)11 was developed around effective use of library research skills at the

middle schoal
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1 ( vv..1 NI., ct al II e Ipow quart's, improve reading %A. ill% in Aeleriell coment areas. Nova
'111er%ity. Piacticum Report. 1978. 0.(0 157 046)

Reports on 15 secondary teachers who integrated desired teaching
strategies with their ongoing instruction of subject content. Test results and
evaluation indicated that content area teachers can make a sigilificant
contribution to helping students improve their reading skills.

I iiiithaunt. .1 P. Reading in the social studies: A prehminar analysis of recent research.
tal rhownon. 1971. 40. 10-IS

Suggests that social studies teachers should be given formal instruction in
hos), to incorporate reading instruction as an integrated part of the social studies

ogram

I oust um..I P.. 1. irk . integration of skill:. into soeial studies content. Soria/
kilucarion.1981, 45. 169 -177.

Provides a systematic study guide model which includes strategies for
integrating reading skill development with social studies content. The basic
model is de), eloped around the content of "1 he Last March."

1.0 nstrn in. & I ay lor. Teaching readnig rhe.vocial.yrudie.s. Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1978. ((I) 157 0(18)

Presents approaches to improving si udents. skills in reading social s:udies
maid lals I !tree problem areas are included: matching pupil reading abilities
and insunct tonal materials. providing motivation to read in social studies
classes. and inyroving co: aprehension in t he reading of social studies. Within
each prohlem .urea, selected strategies, procedures, and resources are identified
and des( tibcd in addition to detailed suggested activities.

NI ,Money, FT. improving reading %kill% irt.tortul undies. Arlington, V irginia: National
Council for the Social Studies. 1977. (di 139 724)

Suggests sonic practical ways to improve reading skills in social studies
classes i.(ithout sad 111,:ing Content i,lueetives and goals. Effective teaching
techniques to improve content reading are discussed. It is emphasized that social
studies teachers are the best suited to teach reading skills in their own subject

NeN,N, 1. ot k `,talc l iludation Depart md,t. I'vleinling high .%cliool equivitlency reading
1,11i.. tencv, i-s. Albany, New York: Bureau of
Con:awing lahwittion Curriculum I `..veloprnent. 1975. (d) 116 1371

Reinforcd- :ading fa, interpicting exercises in the social studies
test sections of the (1cnera I For .vit tor, Diilimment (Gun) lest. this is designed
as a cnrrculum supplement (11 e amples included. -

()tyro. (1.(1...1r..& NI teller. ('. l cur Muir reading in !he global approach.
k dl tenet our. I )corer. Colorado: Center for 1 caching Hid-national
Relations. 'nbersity 01 1/Linker. 1977. Oa ) 14.1 562)

Ptesents :Mk it, supplidiactit for social %built.% teachers. grades 6-12.
NA, 1111 a ghlbl I Inrus. I cach..,is are prok ideib),(,11 haste tools to use in assessing
soda, (tidies materials. I here are it tit.2 chapters of which contains a general
intim. :tenon 'aimed by ,caching activities for which objectives, grade level,
t me. materials. and procedures arc specilied.'

10,,, It I ratline ft:tiling is not the jot) of social studies teacher. Soda/ Mt/can/in.
1975, 4,.`, 112.115

01)%er N,C% I hat student success iii the area of social studies has traditionally
hcen dependent on ability to read the assigned material. Five reasons are
prosided in support 01 the ,lest that teaching reading through social studies is
not I disihIc hound t he primacy grades.

S
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R.tk I A ,A Alt \ I I . I nt Innttan, C mit In.:t gruile.s Act.t.n.

,111,1 tune Pape! I hi' meeting of the College of heading
1979 1,11 Ihh N54)

Report. sin student participation ill a L.omparti c stud) of peif ()finance
on similes dote tests. social studies group reading 'memories. and the
t 'Ate. Ala, I 'untie. Staten I . shindardited reading test. ( 11. /e tests and GRIS
...ndilikled in WI sindics maul l.tis dillerentiated independent. inst rue-

.111.1 Its.1 leader. I he surds concluded that teachers
;out el lied stole student textbook leading ahilit% should ti intormal types of

reading assessement in addition to sittntlaidited leading einem tests.

Schneidei, 1).0 !trot,. (I. NI .1. Al . Ilrlpinpstudents study and comprehend their social
. studies textbooks. .'it.tt to/ loin, num:. 1940. 44. 1115-112.

Suggests strategies and activities for devtdoping structured overvievts and
study guides as a means for orga luting content. Illustrations and descriptions are
Not 'tied her each of thieeemphasued reading phases: Piereading. Reading, and
Post: e.iding.

Singer. II I )titilan. 1 ). Nett,Inn: and Icor. Boston: Little, Brown, 1980,
281-314.

I he text oserview includes' social studies is an academie discipline, levels
of thought and processes. types of social studies texts and strategies in dealing
slip those tests. as the relate to social studies content.

Sd.% , .% Ibis tc.rehurg of reading social studies. Social Swellev. 1975, nn, 40-82.
,,,es that the social studies teacher is responsible for identifying

students' .thilities and meeting their needs. I echniques are suggsted for
integrating leading :moo um. into social studies lessons on a regular basis.

',tondo!. I I II,. \s to use ic.olabilit humid:is mole elf eet el..1,,cial 1:thicaUfm. 1981.
1`,1-1M

1,1(.11111w, measures: however, they
exclude such import.int lact.ois is the Meets of nlntisation background
...Aperient:es and concept complexity. I hough readability formulas have

they pros ide a general indicator of the difficulty level of materials for
teachers. 1 he teachers, on the other hand, must he aware of the variables which
readability formulas do not take into account.

I . 1 % lids I t I I caching r eadmg i s part of t he social studies teacher's j;)11. Soria/ Education,
197. 42, 312-315.

Notes that students in social studies classes geni-ally are taught only
those skills necessar to master the content of the Materials. Social studies
teadiers. through the cooperation and assistance of reading teachers, can use
their material as a vchicle for reading instruction.

I helen. I N. Koh. ruling in cnment learnmm. Paper presented at the annual
meeting., West k ersIty Reading ('enter, dune 1979. (Hi 174 9621

Suggests that teachers should pros ide preiciiding techniques designed to
pi oxide experiences rele% ant to new concepts to he learned by students. Content
reading problems stein truly. comprehension problems due to lack of relevant
hick ground knowledge. lLeachers should be the primary source of-information;
t hooks should he u. to rcinfoice social.studies concepts which have been
(let eloped pie% mush

I in nil I N. Question games titi soel,ll stOdie:\ A.( id/ WI/canon. 1981, 45, 169-177.
Includes I Int teen pities designed twill tele \ ision games as examples of

ado hies to [ludo ;tie students student. lit: pate in both the asking and
Answering of questions
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yo, I An .061 OOt loi po,n tcadcn EdUC.MOH, Iw80,

309-3
Reports that poor I Cilthl' ICIICd :hsysocial studies assignments

read on a tape scored significantly 1.:,1,..1 eloic test that:.
students confined to print alone. Rest.'... that the use tlf
listening approach appeared to factlit. roof :aders comprehension.

Texts in the Field of Content Area Reading

Allington, R., & Strange. M. Learning through reading in the content areas. Lexington,

Massachusett.s, Ileatli.-11`S.Q. 258 pp.. paper.
Akos. & Kamm, K. Study At tNuent areas. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1982.

212 pp., paper.
Aukerman, R.('. Reading in the secondary school classroom. New Y ork: McGraw-Hill,

1972.
A ulls, M.W. /)evehipmenral and remedial reading a; the middle grades. Boston: Allyn &

Bacon, 1978, .thridged edition:366 pp., paper.
Brunner, J. F., & Campbell, J.J. Participating in secondary reading: A practicalapproach.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1978. 228 pp.
Burmeister, L.E. Reading strategies for secondary school teachers (2nd ed.). Reading,

Massachusetts: Addison-Wesle. 1978, 398 pp.
Burron, A., & Claybaugh, A.L. Using reading to teach subject matter: Fundamentals for

«anent reqicher, Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1974. 120 pp.. paper.
Cunningham. LW.. Cunningham, P.M., & Arthur, S.V. Middle andsecondari. school

reading. New York Longman, 1981, 363 pp., paper.
1

& Olson, .1 I'. Peronali:ing reading instruction in middle, junior, and
senior 111,1,,h schools, unli:mg.Q COMpeleneey based inNtritelional SySleni. New
York; Macmillan, 1977, 544 pp., paper.

Dishner. F.K., Bean, T.W., & Readence, J.E. Reading in the content areas: Improving
Cia.S.Mom inPruction. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/ Hunt, 1981, 288 pp., paper.

Dupuis. V1 '.I.. & Askos. E.N. omem area reading: An individuali:ed approach.
Engin% ood °ills. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1982. 382 pp.

& Vaughan. II_ Jr. Reading and learning in the content classroom:
lnagnoviic and instruct ioital strategies. Boston: Allen & Bacon, 1978. Full text

casehound: abridged..cdition_paper_2_77,2n,__, .

/1. & NI:n:rum. C. I .
reaching content area reading skills: et modular

prrservi( e and insersice program (2nd ed.i. Columbus. Ohio: Charles I:. Merrill.
1981. 314 pp.. paper.

Halner 1..1.. Pel'elopnlen101 reading In Middle and .1e'COMIOry .101001.1:

.strategies. and skills lOr teaching. New York: Nlacmillan. 1977, 583 pp.

Ratner. I.. F. Improving reading in middle and secondary schools: .S.elected readings (2nd

ed.l. Ness York: Macmillan, 1974. 475 pp., paper.
fIcrht.:1 . I I i .

leaching rewhng in (,ontent areas (2nd. ed.). Friiilett ('(ills. New Jersey:

cntice- Hall. 1978. 311, pp.
W.R. Seeondary school reading: Process, prenlrinn, procedure. Boston: Allyn &

Bacon, 1979. 430 pp.
Kahin, R. Teaching reading in high school (2.nd ed.). Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1972,

375 pp.
Lunherg, W., & I.amb, C.F. Reading instruction in rite content areas. Chicago: Rand

McNally, KSO. 412 pp.
Manning. M.M.. & Manning, instruction in the middle .school,

Washington. D.C.: National Education Association, 1979, 95 pp., paper.
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\ II adult! at fill 11 I Si hnnl Springfield. ('harles C.

I

Olson. A & A reaching reading 1,11',. in %erotic's', v schools. Scranton,
Pennsylv.: ,...At Educational, 1972.

Rcadcis I. . d) Baldwin. it .S. Confetti area reading: An imegraleil
quo. Iowa Kendall Hunt. 1981. 233 pp,

a); reading and slush sirmegies: The (Innen! areas. (2nd ed.).
It & Bacon, 1978, 372 pp

R,c, II 1) 4 I ). rris, P.C. 16.asling si rtsci ion in the secomlary s chook (rev.

r Chicago. Rand McNally, 1978, 417 pp.
Shepherd. 1).1.. Comprehensive high school resoling methods (3rd ed.). Columhus,

Ohio. ('!tittles L. Merrill, 1982, 4011 pp.
S is go.. 11 & Donlan, I). ReartinK and learning from rest. Boston: Little, Brown, 1980.
Smith, , 1' .C1 Rcading activiries for middle and s.econslary schools:

handbook for leachers. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1979, 226 pp..,
paper

S nuth, Smith, S.I. ,& fsi ikti leek y, I.. Teaching reading in secotislary school camera
viiinecis: boa thinAlm: process. New York: 11olt, Rinehart and Winston, 1978,
466 pp.

Smith, R..1. & Barrett. T.C. Teaching reading in the middle griples (2nd ed.). Reading,
Massachusetts. Addison-Wesley, 1979, 228 pp., paper.

1 Isoma,.. I I &' Ithn,son. II A Improving resoling in every class: .sourcebook for
tea, /tar, 2m1 eel ) Boston: Alhn & Bacon. 1982. Full text. 431 pp. casehound:
,ihri4ed edition, 137 pp.. paper.

1 ones. \I .1 . & lost/. M 5' leaching resoling! !Iznik ing! .skills in confetti l'ICIA.1-

',wins 1 )1Onniot . Iris,, \W ham Brown. 1981. 436 pp., paper.
Vacea, It .1 ( area reading. Boston:` Little. thrown, 1981, 392 pp.
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